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As a lifelong traveller, I have stayed in hotels all over the world, and I know that
where you unwind at the end of the day truly makes a difference. A well-chosen
hotel acts as an extension of your destination, furthering your sense of place
while offering the conveniences and hospitality that make you feel at home.
Whether you are visiting Botswana or Beijing, it is a hotel’s true local character
and superior service that make it an integral part of your journey.
The hotels, camps and lodges in this Worldwide Hotel Portfolio are chosen
by A&K experts because they embody these essential qualities, effortlessly
combining first-rate comfort with a keen eye toward their locale. As you begin
to imagine your own A&K adventure, refer to this book with the knowledge that
no matter which property you choose, your stay will meet our award-winning
standards of comfort, service and authenticity.

Geoffrey Kent
Founder, Chairman & CEO | Abercrombie & Kent
Follow @geoffrey_kent on Instagram
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The Right Hotels
for Every Journey
You can spend endless hours reading hotel
reviews online — or you can leave it to
the experts in A&K’s local offices, who
know the most authentic and luxurious
properties in every locale we visit.
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Handpicked Accommodations to Accompany Your Private Journey
Luxury Tailor Made Travel means seeing the world exactly your way — while staying at hotels selected with you
in mind — on an itinerary designed by the foremost experts.
The Ultimate in Inspiring Travel

Properties that Lend a Sense of Place

Experience A&K’s hallmark blend of insider access
and style in more than 100 countries around the
world, on an itinerary created for you and your
family or friends. Our Travel Consultants work
closely with you to create a made-to-order journey of
a lifetime, optimized to make sure you get the most
out of every moment. Your handpicked, Englishspeaking A&K local guides join you at each step on
your journey, and your journey is backed by the 24/7
support of over 55 offices around the world.

Accommodations are essential to your custom-made
journey, which is why A&K has inspected hundreds
of luxury properties around the world, allowing us
to recommend only the very best. Our Worldwide
Hotel Portfolio gathers this expertise into one
convenient volume, covering five-star hotels,
breathtaking wilderness camps and lodges, and the
most luxurious boats and trains. Simply peruse our
hand-selected accommodations in the pages that
follow, and contact A&K to begin planning your
perfect journey, complete with singular stays —
right in the heart of where you want to be.

Our Travel Consultants are ready to work with you or your travel professional
to craft a custom journey around your interests.
Contact A&K at 800 323 7308, visit abercrombiekent.com or speak to your
travel professional today.

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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Africa

Africa
Discover the cosmopolitan cities and
breathtaking wilds of Africa, including
stays in authentic tented camps and lodges
— right in the heart of wildlife action.
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Africa

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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SANCTUARY CHIEF’S CAMP
Okavango Delta, Botswana

Renowned for its outstanding game viewing and exceptional service, Sanctuary Chief ’s Camp is located on Chief ’s Island in the Okavango Delta’s Moremi Game Reserve.
Situated in the “predator capital of Africa,” the camp’s 10 new secluded bush pavilions feature a private deck and plunge pool. En suite bathrooms include floor-to-ceiling
windows, a spacious outdoor shower and an indulgently large bathtub. For those seeking the utmost in privacy, the Geoffrey Kent Suite can accommodate up to six
guests, offering two pavilions, a private kitchen, indoor lounge, private boma with firepit, secluded deck area, a private vehicle and guide, a personal waiter, and a private
housekeeper. The main lodge offers a dining and bar area, library, pool, and spa. Activities include game drives, mokoro (local canoe) excursions and, at an additional
cost, helicopter flights. Condé Nast Traveler routinely rates Sanctuary Chief ’s Camp as one of Africa’s top safari destinations.
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SANCTUARY CHOBE CHILWERO
Chobe National Park, Botswana

Sanctuary Chobe Chilwero is a luxurious riverside retreat in the heart of the bush on the edge of Chobe National Park, home to the world’s largest remaining population
of elephants. Sitting above the Chobe River, the lodge offers unparalleled panoramic views across the islands and floodplains as far across as Namibia. This refined retreat
relaunched in early 2019 with 15 stunning, breezy suites, including three new family suites and a pool suite with a private plunge pool. Relax in the split-level swimming
pool, unwind with a pampering session in the spa or enjoy the gourmet food that the lodge has become known for. Activities include game drives and river cruises.
Fishing excursions and tours of Victoria Falls are also available at an additional cost.

SANCTUARY STANLEY’S CAMP
Okavango Delta, Botswana

Set on a 260,000-acre private concession in the wildlife-rich Okavango Delta, Sanctuary Stanley’s Camp features 10 luxury canvas tents boasting five-star features.
The accommodations have been crafted with sustainability in mind to evoke the days of explorer Henry Stanley. Each tent has a deck with views over the dramatic
floodplains, allowing prime game viewing right from the beds. The in-room experience is enhanced with a compact gym, yoga bag, minibar and coffee station. The breezy
central tent affords a relaxing sanctuary on summer evenings. Here, the new Explorer Lounge invites guests to discover more about the delta ahead of their explorations.
There’s also a sociable outdoor bar with expansive views of the floodplains. The camp also offers varied game-viewing experiences and unique elephant interaction.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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SANCTUARY BAINES’ CAMP
Okavango Delta, Botswana

Perched above the Boro River in a private concession bordering the Moremi Game Reserve, Sanctuary Baines’ Camp and its stilted, standalone suites have been
transformed with larger spaces, extended decking and artistic interiors. The six raised abodes at this boutique camp have light and airy bedrooms overlooking the
river. Each suite features a private terrace, where guests can choose to sleep in the open or take a soak under the stars in a unique star bath. Activities include game
drives, walking safaris, and motorboat or canoe excursions. The camp also offers an immersive elephant experience and helicopter flights at an additional cost.

SANCTUARY SUSSI & CHUMA
Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park, Zambia

A boutique riverside retreat with an enlightened take on sophisticated safari life, Sanctuary Sussi & Chuma is set in the heart of Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park at the
edge of a dramatic bend in the Zambezi. The lodge boasts 12 tree houses surrounded by jackalberry trees and linked by high-up wooden walkways. Every Sussi tree
house has a riverfront terrace, bath and five-star creature comforts. The vast deck features an outdoor bar and firepit, maximizing the magic of sunset. Inside, guests
will find the restaurant, as well as the Livingstone bar, which offers an intimate space for cocktails and nightcaps. Handcrafted workmanship and contemporary design
create an environment that showcases Sanctuary Sussi & Chuma’s authentic African spirit. The natural setting and polished service of this lodge make it ideal for the
most discerning travellers and safari lovers.
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SANCTUARY MAKANYANE SAFARI LODGE
Madikwe Game Reserve, South Africa

Set in lush riverside forests hugging the edge of a ravine, Sanctuary Makanyane Safari Lodge is situated on private grounds within the malaria-free, Big Five-filled
Madikwe Game Reserve. Each of the lodge’s eight secluded suites overlook the Marico River and feature open-fronted lounges, private sun decks, and spacious en
suite bathrooms with indoor and outdoor showers. The stylish main lodge boasts a spacious lounge, dining area, outdoor deck, spa, air-conditioned gym and infinity
swimming pool. Luxurious accommodations, exceptional cuisine, welcoming service and thrilling game viewing combines to create an unforgettable luxury safari
experience. The lodge caters for just 16 guests, ensuring personal attention and exclusivity.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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BELMOND MOUNT NELSON HOTEL
Cape Town, South Africa

Captivating visitors since 1899, Cape Town’s iconic resort hotel offers 198
individually designed rooms and suites just moments from the city’s buzzing
heart. Guests can stroll through our expansive gardens; take a tree tour; browse
the outdoor sculpture exhibition; or discover the hotel’s history, art and culture
on self-guided tours. Guests can also enjoy imaginative cuisine in our restaurants
and soothing bliss at the spa, with the pulsating city lying just beyond our gates.

BELMOND SAVUTE ELEPHANT LODGE
Okavango Delta, Botswana

Set in the untamed wilderness of Botswana’s Savute region, Belmond Savute
Elephant Lodge evokes the feel of a timeless explorers’ base. In sustainably
designed spaces infused with local craftsmanship, guests relax on generous
terraces soaking up the views, watch magnificent beasts from the viewing hide,
and gather round the campfire for an enchanting boma dining experience.
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BELMOND EAGLE ISLAND LODGE
Okavango Delta, Botswana

Belmond Eagle Island Lodge offers guests a completely reimagined water safari
experience. The tented rooms’ design highlights include spacious outdoor decks
overlooking the Okavango Delta, private plunge pools, indoor and outdoor
showers, a reading nook, and walk-in wardrobes. Belmond Eagle Island Lodge
offers a variety of water-focused safaris, including motorboat, barge and mokoro
(local canoe) excursions, as well as airborne safaris by helicopter.

BELMOND KHWAI RIVER LODGE
Moremi Game Reserve, Botswana

Nestled on the edge of a leadwood and fig tree forest, overlooking the vast Khwai
River floodplains in Moremi Wildlife Reserve, sits the luxurious Belmond Khwai
River Lodge. Rated as one of the most prolific places in Botswana for viewing
wildlife, see large concentrations and a wide variety of wildlife from the comfort
of your own private deck. The exceptional location brings you close to Africa’s
heartbeat and the center of a world that has not been altered since life began.

Africa

ROYAL MALEWANE & THE FARMSTEAD
Thornybush Game Reserve, South Africa

Royal Malewane is one of Africa’s most exclusive Big Five safari lodges. Set in the
heart of South Africa’s Greater Kruger National Park, the guiding team at Royal
Malewane is among the most qualified in Africa, delivering an unrivaled wildlife
experience. An award-winning spa and world-class cuisine complete the scene
with accommodation at Main Lodge as well as the newly opened Farmstead.
Africa House is a luxurious, six-bedroom family villa offering private services.

BIRKENHEAD HOUSE

LA RESIDENCE

Franschhoek, South Africa
Tucked into the Franschhoek Valley, La Residence is a five-minute drive from
the village’s charming shops, restaurants and galleries. Situated on a 30-acre
estate, La Residence offers 11 suites appointed with exquisite antique furniture
and palatial en suite bathrooms. The Vineyard Suites are just a stone’s throw
away, offering five spacious villas accommodating up to 20 guests. All have
private terraces and gardens; three have their own pool.

THE SILO HOTEL

Hermanus, South Africa

Cape Town, South Africa

Perched atop the cliffs of the seaside town of Hermanus, Birkenhead House boasts
ocean views and convenient beachfront access. The hotel’s 11 breezy, beach-houseinspired suites feature scenic balconies, underfloor heating and oversize bathtubs.
On-site amenities include treatment rooms, a pool, wine-tasting room and gym,
as well as a dining room specializing in freshly caught seafood. Guests can also
enjoy beach walking, golf, whale watching and even shark cage diving.

Set above the Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa (MOCAA) in the heart
of Cape Town’s bustling V&A Waterfront, The Silo is a luxury hotel unlike any
other. With domed glass windows conceived by acclaimed industrial designer
Thomas Heatherwick, The Royal Portfolio’s latest addition showcases the most
spectacular views of Cape Town’s Table Mountain, Lion’s Head, Signal Hill and
Robben Island. It offers easy access to trendy restaurants, bars and boutiques.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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ONE&ONLY CAPE TOWN
Cape Town, South Africa

One&Only Cape Town is renowned in South Africa for its unique blend of location and luxury, an urban chic resort in the heart of the city, within the secure and vibrant
Victoria & Alfred Waterfront. An array of magnificent, spacious rooms offer the choice to wake up in an inner-city sanctuary, or aloft in the superb seven-story Marina
Rise, gazing upon the stunning Table Mountain — among the New 7 Wonders of Nature. Dining options include the Michelin-starred Nobu; the award-winning Reuben’s;
and Isola, an al fresco Mediterranean spot by the pool in the heart of the resort’s private island. Your day may be spent near Cape Town’s largest infinity pool, or in the
spa to rejuvenate or beautify. Meanwhile, our KidsOnly Club delivers an amazing program for the younger members of the family. Whichever stay you choose, our
fabulous hosts ensure you become the ultimate curator of discovery, with activities ranging from active adventures to mindful moments and exclusive, tailored experiences.
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LION SANDS GAME RESERVE

Sabi Sand Game Reserve and Kruger National Park, South Africa
In the heart of game-rich Sabi Sand Game Reserve and renowned Kruger National Park lies Lion Sands Game Reserve, as iconic a safari destination as you will find
anywhere in Africa. The reserve offers four lodges within Sabi Sand and Kruger National Park, all on the banks of the Sabie River, with unspoiled views. Each of the
18 suites at River Lodge has its own private viewing deck, perfect for watching wildlife. Tinga and Narina lodges each have nine private suites (each with their own
private pool) located on a private concession in Kruger National Park, making it a very personal experience for all guests. The lodges are subtle, sophisticated and
serene — an escape that everyone should enjoy at least once in their lifetime. The award-winning Ivory Lodge consists of eight one-bedroom villas and one
two-bedroom private villa. Each Ivory Lodge villa features a rim-flow pool; a large, well-appointed bedroom and lounge with fireplace; and an outdoor shower.

LONDOLOZI

Sabi Sand Game Reserve, South Africa
Londolozi is one of South Africa’s original private game reserves. A pillar of global ecotourism, we are also a proud family-run business. The word Londolozi comes from
a Zulu word meaning “protector of all living things.” Our name reflects the ambitious conservation ethic in our relationship with the natural world. The reserve has been
lauded internationally for its foresight and progressive land- and wildlife-management practices, as well as its productive community involvement. Our emphasis on
conservation and a village ethos stands alongside a commitment to luxurious accommodation, fine cuisine and exceptional service. In 1993, Londolozi became the first
game reserve in the world to be accorded Relais & Châteaux status. Londolozi is situated on the Sand River in the heart of the Sabi Sand Game Reserve within the Greater
Kruger National Park.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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LEOPARD HILLS

KINGS CAMP

Sabi Sand Game Reserve, South Africa

Timbavati Game Reserve, South Africa

Award-winning Leopard Hills is located in the western sector of the renowned
Sabi Sand Game Reserve, bordering the world-famous Kruger National Park.
Perched on a rocky outcrop, the lodge boasts magnificent views over the bush
and an active waterhole on the plains below. Leopard Hills spans nearly 25,000
acres of diverse ecosystems, making it ideal for observing wild game in its natural
habitat. Here, the Big Five abound, and seeing them up close is our specialty.

Nestled in the Timbavati Private Nature Reserve, Kings Camp reflects the charm
and romance of a colonial past in a pristine corner of Africa. The reserve faces an
open savanna and a waterhole, which is frequented by a wide variety of wildlife,
day and night. Nine spacious colonial suites are luxuriously equipped with air
conditioning, Victorian ball-and-claw bath, indoor and outdoor double shower,
fully stocked minibar, and private veranda with rim-flow pool.

SABI SABI

Sabi Sand Game Reserve, South Africa
Over a period of four decades, Sabi Sabi has protected the wilderness in its care, emerging as an iconic, world-renowned luxury safari destination. Within this oasis,
Sabi Sabi’s four five-star lodges capture the design features of the “yesterday, today and tomorrow” concept. Selati Camp epitomizes the classic safari era with seven
beautifully appointed suites, including the opulent Ivory Presidential Suite. A contemporary experience is found at family-friendly Bush Lodge, with 25 suites including
the Mandleve Deluxe Suite and the magnificent Luxury Villas. The idyllic hideaway of Little Bush Camp reflects an African experience, boasting six exquisite suites.
Earth Lodge looks toward tomorrow with the Amber Presidential Suite and 12 other glorious suites reflecting Africa’s vast mineral wealth.
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MALAMALA GAME RESERVE

MalaMala Game Reserve, South Africa
MalaMala Game Reserve is the benchmark for the luxury safari industry in Southern Africa. It is one of the largest private Big Five game reserves in South Africa and is
world-renowned for offering some of the finest and most consistent Big Five game viewing this side of the equator. Preserving and protecting the environmental integrity
of this special piece of Africa has always been at the core of MalaMala’s existence. The reserve’s three camps offer guests a world of warmth, hospitality and understated
elegance reminiscent of a safari era long past. Guests can choose from the relaxed, family-friendly atmosphere of MalaMala Camp, the sophisticated refinement of Sable
Camp or the classical elegance of the adults-only Rattray’s Camp. With exclusive traversing on over seventy percent of the property, four guests per safari vehicle at
Rattray’s Camp, and six guests per safari vehicle at Sable Camp and MalaMala Camp, this reserve is the preferred choice of serious safari connoisseurs.

TSWALU

Tswalu Kalahari Private Game Reserve, South Africa
Tswalu is South Africa’s largest private game reserve, a vast, malaria-free wilderness
with superlative game viewing, including desert black rhino, black-maned Kalahari
lions and meerkats. Catering to just 30 guests in two luxury camps, the Motse and
Tarkuni, the emphasis is on flexibility and exclusivity. Design your own itinerary,
anything from game drives, bush picnics and horseback safaris to evenings in the
boma, dining among the dunes and gourmet meals served on the pool deck.

ULUSABA PRIVATE GAME RESERVE
Sabi Sand Game Reserve, South Africa

Ulusaba is Sir Richard Branson’s safari lodge located in the Sabi Sand Game
Reserve — an excellent place to observe the Big Five in the lap of luxury. Guests
can share their time between the two lodges. Rock Lodge is perched high atop
a hill, affording spectacular, panoramic views over miles of bush. Safari Lodge
is built along the banks of the dry Mabrak riverbed, crisscrossed by whimsical
swing bridges that connect the exquisite tree-house rooms.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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MONT ROCHELLE

Franschhoek, South Africa
Sir Richard Branson’s South African hotel and vineyard, Mont Rochelle, spans 100 acres and includes its own working winery. Discover the property in the picturesque
village of Franschhoek, which clings to its French roots and is dotted in handsome Cape Dutch homesteads. This boutique luxury property offers 26 bedrooms, including
the new Manor House villa, ideal for small groups and families. Dining options include picnics or relaxed lunches in Country Kitchen and gourmet dining in Miko, the
hotel’s two restaurants. Other amenities include a cocktail bar; gym; tennis court; outdoor pool; and Africology spa, which incorporates essential oils and natural plant
extracts for a relaxing sojourn in a hammam (Turkish bath) or one of two treatment rooms. Just shy of an hour from stunning Cape Town — standing out for its flattopped Table Mountain and honey-colored Cape Town City Hall — the hotel places both natural wonders and man-made treasures at your fingertips.

CHEETAH PLAINS

Sabi Sand Reserve, South Africa
The new Cheetah Plains features individual exclusive-use, luxurious Plains Houses, each consisting of a main house with four adjoining private guest suites. Each private
Plains House main area boasts two lounges, dining area, outdoor boma, wine room and swimming pool. The four king-bed guest suites each have their own private
deck, dressing room, lounge, double rain shower and bath overlooking the splendid African Bushveld. The exclusive Plains Houses are designed to offer a totally private
safari experience tailored to suit the individual requirements of each exclusive-use house reservation. Offering guests unrivaled game-viewing opportunities, combined
with state-of-the-art architectural design, the exclusive Cheetah Plains delivers exceptional safari luxury of the highest standard, complete with a private electric gameviewing vehicle, designated field guide and tracker. Each exclusive use house includes game drives, a spa therapist, choice of cellar wines and all chef-prepared meals.
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THE BLUE TRAIN
South Africa

The Blue Train has offered the ultimate in rail travel since 1946 and a unique
way of experiencing southern Africa’s magnificent landscapes and landmarks,
through a combination of unsurpassed luxury travel, five-star accommodations,
fine cuisine and personalized butler service. So, take a journey into a timeless
world of grace, elegance and romance, and surrender to the luxury of slowmoving comfort on the Blue Train — a window to the soul of Africa.

AZURA BENGUERRA

ROVOS RAIL
South Africa

Since its establishment in 1989, Rovos Rail has earned an international reputation
for its world-class travel experiences. With discreet and friendly service, excellent
cuisine, and a selection of South Africa’s finest wines, Rovos Rail offers guests
indulgence, a disconnect and eight journeys that link some of Southern Africa’s
greatest destinations. Step aboard a vintage luxury train and enjoy slow travel as
well as a variety of off-train safari, cultural and historical experiences.

AZURA QUILALEA

Benguerra Island, Mozambique

Quilalea Private Island, Mozambique

Azura Benguerra is a luxurious boutique retreat built and operated in
partnership with the local community. It has just 20 spacious designer villas,
each with a private infinity pool, located on a pristine white-sand beach. Guests
enjoy delicious local cuisine in a variety of dining locations, as well as a vast
range of guided activities and experiences (including world-class snorkeling,
diving and fishing), and a unique African spa. This is barefoot luxury at its best.

Azura Quilalea is a hidden gem on a private, uninhabited island paradise
surrounded by the pristine waters of a marine sanctuary. This eco-friendly boutique
retreat consists of nine seafront villas, accommodating 18 guests. A paradise for
lovers of marine life, it offers snorkeling and scuba diving straight off the beach in
front of your villa. Kayaking, deep-sea fishing, spa experiences and other activities
can be organized, and all guests receive Azura’s trademark butler/host service.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE BOUTIQUE HOTEL

THE VICTORIA FALLS HOTEL

Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe

Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe

Set just 10 minutes from Victoria Falls, this boutique hotel offers comfort; service;
fine cuisine; and a playful, contemporary take on colonial style. Landscaped lawns
provide the perfect place to take it all in. The hotel is located on the Victoria Falls
Private Game Reserve, an untouched natural paradise. Guests can do as much or
as little as they wish. For those who prefer to stay on the move, our concierge-level
Private Travel Desk is on hand to assist in planning the perfect day out.

The preferred address of royals, statesmen, celebrities and discerning travellers
for more than a century, the Victoria Falls Hotel occupies an ideal location from
which to explore the magical wonders of Africa. From the thundering Victoria
Falls at its threshold to the Big Five that roam freely less than three miles away,
this is one hotel that provides an experience like no other. Just a 10-minute walk
from the falls, it affords unrivaled access to “the Smoke That Thunders.”

VICTORIA FALLS RIVER LODGE
Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe

Victoria Falls River Lodge, the first private game lodge to be built in the Zambezi National Park, is situated on the banks of the Zambezi River — so close to the
legendary Victoria Falls that the spray may be seen in the distance. The Lodge offers a choice of sophisticated accommodation options, comprising 13 Luxury Tented
Suites, including five Luxury Family Tents; and six Island Treehouse Suites featuring two unique, double-story Starbed Treehouses with rooftop sitting area and
signature Starbed. Nestled on a private island and only accessible by boat, the exclusive Island Treehouse Suites provide a more intimate experience, and the ultimate
in secluded luxury. Each room type has a California king-size bed, comfortable sitting area, en suite bathroom, a myriad of in-room amenities and a private deck with
plunge pool. Personal service, fine dining, wildlife viewing, a fitness center, spa, and a host of on- and off-site leisure activities ensure a truly unforgettable stay.
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VICTORIA & ALFRED HOTEL

QUEEN VICTORIA HOTEL & MANOR HOUSE

History and modern luxury merge at Victoria & Alfred Hotel, a property of
immortal beauty that began life as the North Quay Warehouse in 1904. This
stylish retreat rests in the heart of an internationally acclaimed destination amid
the buzzing of Cape Town. A luxurious stay awaits at each of the 94 contemporary
guest rooms. Enjoy sweeping views of the harbor and Table Mountain — and the
stunning city that stretches out at the foot of this natural wonder.

Set in the heart of the Victoria & Alfred Waterfront, Queen Victoria Hotel invites
you to experience distinguished luxury. The five-star hotel’s grandeur, detailing
and hospitable service have earned it recognition as one of the top 25 luxury
hotels in South Africa, and features 32 contemporary rooms and three suites.
Neighboring the hotel, Manor House’s elegant double doors open to a stylish
interior. Discover four luxurious suites, each with its own patio or Juliet balcony.

ELLERMAN HOUSE

CAPE GRACE

Cape Town, South Africa

Cape Town, South Africa

With 13 rooms and suites, two ultra-modern villas and a tranquil spa, Cape Town’s
Ellerman House is a quintessential urban retreat for discerning luxury travellers.
Located in Bantry Bay, the hotel offers ocean views, easy access to beaches and
local attractions, an extensive art collection, and an expertly curated wine cellar.
Modern, locally inspired cuisine, generous hospitality and attentive concierge service
enhance a world-class guest experience that remains authentically South African.

Cape Town, South Africa

Cape Town, South Africa
Situated on a private quay between Cape Town’s vibrant Victoria & Alfred
Waterfront and the tranquil yacht marina, Cape Grace puts natural wonders
and the bustle of Cape Town front and center. Warmth and elegance are the
hallmarks, evident in every fine detail, from the welcoming reception to the
luxurious harbor and mountain-facing rooms. Share in sumptuous tasting
menus, rare whiskey pairings, relaxing spa treatments and exquisite afternoon tea.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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FAIRLAWNS BOUTIQUE HOTEL & SPA
Johannesburg, South Africa

With close attention to detail and exceptional service, Fairlawns creates an intimate atmosphere, where some of the globe’s most vibrant personalities converge. The chic,
upscale suites are individually decorated in varying themes ranging from Eastern to French provincial, each featuring every modern amenity. The hotel also caters to a
variety of culinary tastes with an array of elegant dining experiences. Fairlawns is situated just four miles from central Sandton, and 12 miles from Johannesburg’s city
center. Previously a luxury private residence, the property transformed into its current design iteration in 1997. Fairlawns Boutique Hotel & Spa invites guests to soak up
exceptional service, heartfelt hospitality and the African sun.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL THE WESTCLIFF
Johannesburg, South Africa

Nestled among eight acres of lushly landscaped gardens cascading down a hillside, in a prestigious neighborhood known as the Parks, Four Seasons Hotel the Westcliff
embodies Johannesburg’s resurgence as a vibrant, modern business center and leisure destination. This is the city’s only hillside hotel and the only one with spectacular
views of the world’s largest urban forest. Guests of this stylish resort enjoy fully transformed, extra-spacious guest rooms and suites with bold African-inspired colors
and patterns, each including a private terrace or balcony. Enjoy a traditional braai — South African barbecue — at Flames restaurant, or contemporary cuisine on the
terrace at View, famous for Johannesburg’s best sunset views. Unwind in one of the spa’s nine treatment rooms, including a deluxe couple’s suite overlooking the outdoor
lap pool, or revel in the spa lounge, an outdoor venue with sofas and daybeds, ideal for pre- and post-treatment refreshments.
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SAXON HOTEL, VILLAS & SPA
Johannesburg, South Africa

Tucked in the secure, leafy suburb of Sandhurst, Saxon Hotel, Villas & Spa is an ideal home base for exploring the gems of Africa’s financial capital, Johannesburg — a
vibrant world-class city that brims with art, eclectic culture, awe-inspiring landscapes and intriguing history. Set within a magnificent 10 acres of land and lush gardens,
this luxury hotel offers an exclusive escape, where each detail has been considered to guarantee your absolute comfort. From the time you’re welcomed by name, your
every need will be anticipated by a 24-hour butler and an abundance of highly attentive staff. Your Saxon experience will be one of unrivaled hospitality, complete with
complimentary Wi-Fi, a minibar, sparkling wine, a private terrace, and access to all hotel and spa facilities. Each suite features fine linens, a daily newspaper and a
delectable full breakfast each morning.

LEEU COLLECTION

Franschhoek, South Africa
Leeu Collection comprises three five-star boutique properties in South Africa’s
world-renowned winelands: Leeu Estates, an elegant 17-room country house
and boutique winery in Franschhoek Valley; Leeu House, an exclusive 12-room
hotel in the heart of Franschhoek village; and Le Quartier Français, a romantic
32-room hotel featuring two villas. This esteemed South African portfolio also
includes the award-winning Mullineux & Leeu Family Wines.

GROOTBOS PRIVATE NATURE RESERVE
Grootbos Private Nature Reserve, South Africa

Positioned between mountain and sea, Grootbos is a five-star eco-paradise
showcasing the incredible flora and marine life of the southern tip of Africa.
Home to the Big Five of marine mammals — whales, sharks, dolphins, seals and
penguins — and unparalleled floral diversity, Grootbos ensures a one-of-a-kind
luxury African experience. Near Cape Town, Hermanus and the Garden Route,
this beautiful reserve enjoys close proximity to iconic attractions.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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ANDBEYOND PHINDA ZUKA LODGE

andBeyond Phinda Private Game Reserve, South Africa
Elegant and gracious andBeyond Phinda Zuka Lodge is ideally booked as a
sole-use villa. Discover this intimate safari retreat amid densely wooded hills
studded with aloes, overlooking a private — and remarkably popular — watering
hole. The lodge also features a swimming pool, library, boma for al fresco
meals, and a communal area with an open firepit promising magical dining
and sundowner moments.

ANDBEYOND BENGUERRA ISLAND
Barazuto Archipelago, Mozambique

Set among a lush island, 10 casinhas and two cabanas feature a light and airy
color scheme with private timber decks, along with cool rim-flow pools offering
a secluded alternative to beach sands and ocean waters. This beautiful island
also caters to groups and families with a three-bedroomed Casa Familia, which
can accommodate a maximum of four adults and four children. At this magical
destination, discover a paradise where time stands still.
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ANDBEYOND NGALA SAFARI LODGE
Kruger National Park, South Africa

The African magic and colonial ambience of elegant andBeyond Ngala Safari
Lodge is showcased throughout 21 classic safari suites, family cottages and
even a private family suite, which enjoys an aura of romance and nostalgia.
An exciting adventure program for children creates the ideal stay for families.

ANDBEYOND XARANNA OKAVANGO DELTA CAMP
Okavango Delta, Botswana

Like the water lily from which it takes inspiration, andBeyond Xaranna
Okavango Delta Camp is a serene, stylish and playful retreat with only nine
tents, all of which offer an exclusive experience steeped in this extraordinary
ecosystem. Enjoy a variety of thrilling activities including traditional mokoro
(dugout canoe) rides, boat safaris, game drives and guided bush walks.

Africa

ANDBEYOND TENGILE RIVER LODGE
Sabi Sand Game Reserve, South Africa

andBeyond Tengile River Lodge rests on one of the Sand River bends. Meaning “tranquil” in the local Tsonga language, the five-star lodge offers nine luxurious
suites raised above ground level, which creates the illusion of dwellings floating over the riverbed. Each of these enchanting en suite accommodations boasts indoor
and outdoor showers, a private plunge pool and 180-degree views of the river. Guests enjoy delicious local cuisine prepared by a gourmet chef — a memorable,
all-inclusive dining experience. Amenities include a gym, massage area and safari shop.

ANDBEYOND SANDIBE OKAVANGO SAFARI LODGE
Okavango Delta, Botswana

Drawing inspiration from nature, andBeyond Sandibe Okavango Safari Lodge
features cool, contemporary decor that blends seamlessly with the environment.
Elevated above the breathtaking African landscape, 12 elegant suites feature
magnificent views of the Okavango Delta, along with private plunge pools and
cozy fireplaces.

ANDBEYOND SOSSUSVLEI DESERT LODGE
NamibRand Nature Reserve, Namibia

At this serene, contemporary lodge, look forward to 10 exquisite suites and
a new Star Dune Suite that offers the sophistication of simplicity by reflecting
chic, desert-inspired minimalism. Overlooking dramatic dunes across the starkly
beautiful Namib Desert, the lodge is a true masterpiece of glass, rock and steel.

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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SANCTUARY OLONANA

Masai Mara Game Reserve, Kenya
Sanctuary Olonana is an exceptional luxury safari lodge set on a private stretch of the Mara River in the heart of Kenya’s most famous game reserve, the Masai Mara.
The 14 exceptional suites flaunt clean lines and organic materials, and are the perfect mix of modern design blended with traditional African finishes. Sumptuous
king-size beds, with overhead fans, and a daybed on the deck invite guests to relax inside or out, while the sprawling lower lounge area offers panoramic views of the
surrounding landscape. Floor-to-ceiling glass doors fold open to reveal magnificent Mara River views. The glamorous marble- and slate-accented en suites feature a generous
tub, double vanities and rain showers. Opened in 2019, the newly added Geoffrey Kent Suite offers guests the ultimate in privacy with the sophisticated free-flowing space
containing two en suite bedrooms, a private lounge and dining area, fully stocked bar, and wraparound deck with an infinity pool overlooking the Mara River.
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SANCTUARY SWALA

Tarangire National Park, Tanzania
In the heart of Maasai country and a remote corner of the Tarangire, in total seclusion among giant acacia trees and looking out beyond the flat savanna, Sanctuary
Swala offers a remarkably exclusive safari experience. The picturesque landscape is filled with ancient baobab trees, ambling elephants and birds in flight. Its welcoming
communal spaces blend chic style with relaxed open-air living. The dining area, lounge and library are set on stilts and the traditional peaked thatch roofs harmonize
beautifully with the surrounding bush. Twelve spacious canvas pavilions ensure unrivaled tranquility, overlooking a popular watering hole. The wood-floored, open-plan
rooms have been staged with elegant neutral-toned interiors. Matching safari-chic furnishings and rich African textiles blend seamlessly with the raw and natural beauty
of Tanzania’s cinematic savanna. Built to the highest eco-friendly standards, this camp has a particularly low carbon footprint.

SANCTUARY NGORONGORO CRATER CAMP

SANCTUARY KICHAKANI SERENGETI CAMP

Situated on the rim of the crater, Sanctuary Ngorongoro Crater Camp and its
brand-new safari tents rest among the region’s striking acacia trees. All 10 of the
classic canvas tents have been beautifully decorated and furnished with an earthy
natural palette. Each tent has an en suite bathroom with an indoor camp shower.
The lounge, dining room and wraparound deck have been raised up to ensure
panoramic views over the flat-topped acacias.

Sanctuary Kichakani Serengeti Camp invites guests to experience the annual
migration with an elegant contemporary take on the classic campaign aesthetic.
This mobile tented camp can be packed up and moved along in a style evocative
of the pioneering explorers of the 19th century, yet with all the modern comforts.
Each tent has a wooden deck and en suite bathroom with authentic bucket
shower. The camp’s central canopy flows into lounges and dining wings.

Ngorongoro Crater, Tanzania

Serengeti National Park, Tanzania

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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SANCTUARY KUSINI

Serengeti National Park, Tanzania
Permanently located in the Serengeti’s remote south, Sanctuary Kusini has the privilege of overlooking predator-populated plains, where game viewing is in highdefinition throughout the calendar. The main lodge and 12 restyled open-plan en suite tents are set around a cluster of spectacular kopjes (small hills in flat areas). The
rustic spirit of this intimate camp is totally in tune with local life and the magnificent East African landscapes, while the reimagined tents promise above-and-beyond
luxuries. Nature doesn’t provide theater much more dramatic than the sight of East Africa’s herds of wildebeest and zebra on the move.

SANCTUARY GORILLA FOREST CAMP
Bwindi Impenetrable National Park, Uganda

Sanctuary Gorilla Forest Camp in Western Uganda offers luxury amid one of Africa’s most amazing natural environments, the Bwindi Impenetrable Forest. A UNESCO
World Heritage Site, Bwindi is incredibly diverse, with numerous plant and animal species — including over 300 mountain gorillas. Each of the camp’s eight tents has a
spacious wooden veranda, where you may relax, enjoy a meal or simply absorb the breathtaking scenery of the surrounding rainforest.
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ANGAMA MARA

Masai Mara Game Reserve, Kenya
High above Kenya’s Masai Mara, where some of the most romantic scenes from Out of Africa were filmed, Angama Mara comprises two separate and intimate camps,
each encompassing 15 glass-fronted tented suites. Built on the edge of the Great Rift Valley on one of the most sought-after sites on the continent, Angama Mara offers
heart-stopping views as far as the eye can see and a warm Kenyan welcome. The owner-run lodge is just a 10-minute drive on a private access road from the Mara
Triangle, which is home to Africa’s great mammals and offers outstanding game viewing 12 months of the year. Tailor-made safari days are as action-packed or as
gentle as guests choose them to be. Guests can experience hot air ballooning, walking safaris, garden-to-table lunches on the shamba (cultivated plot of ground), hosted
photographic safaris, various interactions with the fascinating Maasai culture that surrounds the lodge — or simply do nothing at all.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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ELEWANA THE MANOR AT NGORONGORO

ELEWANA TARANGIRE TREETOPS

Located adjacent to the Ngorongoro Conservation Area within the 1,500-acre
Shangri-La Coffee Estate, Elewana the Manor at Ngorongoro is reminiscent of
an elegant Cape Dutch country farm home. With its luxurious guest cottages,
the Manor provides a unique safari experience that fuses East African safari
hospitality with old-world Afro-European architecture and decor. Guest cottages
are beautifully appointed with plush, period-style furnishings.

Elewana Tarangire Treetops sits serenely in a private game reserve bordering
Tarangire National Park. Centered about a Main Lodge encasing a 1,000-year-old
baobab tree, it features 20 elevated guest rooms with views over the surrounding
marula and baobab trees. Each guest room boasts one of the largest bedrooms to
be found in any camp or lodge in East Africa — with a floor space of 700 square
feet — and all with a double-shower-equipped en suite bathroom.

ELEWANA SERENGETI PIONEER CAMP

ELEWANA KILINDI ZANZIBAR

Ngorongoro Crater, Tanzania

Serengeti National Park, Tanzania

Elewana Serengeti Pioneer Camp is ideally situated to the annual migration and
the Big Five. Paying homage to the mobile camps of the 1930s, a time when an
African safari was truly a journey into the unknown, Serengeti Pioneer Camp’s
“zero footprint” and close proximity to nature combine to make an unmistakably
distinctive and truly individual offering. Twelve tented accommodations all
feature en suite facilities, including a flushing toilet, vanity basin and showers.
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Tarangire National Park, Tanzania

Zanzibar, Tanzania

Adjacent to the turquoise waters of the Indian Ocean sits elegant, romantic
Elewana Kilindi Zanzibar. Featuring 15 arched, pavilion-style villas amid a
35-acre tropical garden, each has a private plunge pool, therapeutic rainfall
shower and windows that afford spectacular ocean views. Elewana Kilindi
Zanzibar is truly a place of peace and tranquility.

Africa

ELEWANA TORTILIS CAMP

ELEWANA ELSA’S KOPJE

Amboseli National Park, Kenya

Meru National Park, Kenya

Elewana Tortilis Camp enjoys a remote location on the quiet, unspoiled western
boundary of Amboseli National Park with exclusive access to Kitirua private
conservancy. With 16 luxury tents, one family tent and a private house, the
hub of the camp is the main lounge and dining area — all exquisitely built with
natural materials and thatched roofs, and offering spectacular views of Mount
Kilimanjaro. Also enjoy game drives, bush breakfasts and guided bush walks.

Nestled on Mughwango Hill, Elewana Elsa’s Kopje looks out over the
breathtaking Meru plains. Doze in one of six cottages, two honeymoon cottages
and a family cottage, along with a private house featuring the perfect “room
with a view.” Romantic and elegant, this stunning lodge incorporates the
natural features of the rocky hillside and ensures the ultimate safari destination.
Amenities include an infinity pool, dining area and sundowner viewpoints.

ELEWANA LOISABA LODO SPRINGS
Loisaba Conservancy, Kenya

Located within the 57,000-acre Loisaba Conservancy, Elewana Loisaba Lodo Springs offers an ultra-private experience with eight spacious, individual tented rooms, each
boasting impressive views of Laikipia Plateau and Mount Kenya. Elewana Guest Ambassadors cater to every need, and guests also enjoy the services of a highly qualified
Elewana field guide who accompanies them for the duration of their stay. Experience an array of exciting activities, including game drives; bush meals; bush walks; bush
sundowners; horse and camel riding; and access to the Loisaba Running Track, designed to provide each guest with a customizable workout. This beautiful wildlife
conservancy reveals rivers, forests, springs, valleys and open plains, which remain an important haven for elephants. Successfully combining conservation, community
and green operations, Loisaba ensures a profound impact on this critical ecosystem.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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NAIROBI SERENA HOTEL

LAKE VICTORIA SERENA GOLF RESORT & SPA

KIGALI SERENA HOTEL

Beyond the bustle of Kenya’s most cosmopolitan
metropolis, experience elegance and calm nestled amid
gardens at the edge of Nairobi’s Central Park. Member
of the prestigious Leading Hotels of the World,
Nairobi Serena Hotel merges business and leisure,
art and gastronomy, and five-star style and service.

Lake Victoria Serena Golf Resort & Spa is a vision
of charming Mediterranean architecture, pastel
color palettes and lush, green fairways overlooking
the sparkling waters of Lake Victoria. Terraced rose
gardens, rustic bridges and shaded colonnades make
this enclave feel like a Tuscan hillside village.

Member of the prestigious Leading Hotels of the
World, Kigali Serena Hotel is built around a granite
atrium filled with Rwandese art. Guest rooms are air
conditioned and finely appointed in traditional PanAfrican style. Facilities include a pool, gardens, fitness
center, Internet, and Maisha Health Club and Spa.

KIRAWIRA SERENA CAMP

SELOUS SERENA CAMP & SERENA MIVUMO
RIVER LODGE

LAKE ELMENTEITA SERENA CAMP

Nairobi, Kenya

Western Serengeti, Tanzania

The most exclusive of the Serena Group’s many
safari venues and a member of the Small Luxury
Hotels of the World, Kirawira Serena Camp offers
the epitome of classic Out of Africa safari camp
luxury. It is adjacent to the western corridor of the
Serengeti, the arena of the Great Migration.
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Entebbe, Uganda

Selous Game Reserve, Tanzania

Selous Serena Camp offers 360-degree views over
the bush, 12 tents and a grand private villa. Sister
camp, the Serena Mivumo River Lodge, resides
along the Rufiji River, its 12 rooms in a timbered
chalet with private viewing deck and plunge pool.

Kigali, Rwanda

Nakuru, Kenya

The intimate and exclusive Lake Elmenteita Serena
Camp is uniquely situated on the shoreline of the
sapphire-blue Lake Elmenteita and within the
48,000-acre Soysambu Conservancy. This area of
breathtaking beauty protects over 450 bird species
and 15,000 wild animals.

Africa

ONE&ONLY NYUNGWE HOUSE
Nyungwe Forest National Park, Rwanda

One&Only Nyungwe House is set on the edge of the Nyungwe Forest in Rwanda’s mountainous southwest. Part of a working tea plantation, the hotel’s roots are wellestablished, while its recent transformation provides a distinctly modern energy with incredible design and every comfort you could ever need or desire. Every newly
transformed guest room and suite has been architecturally designed to blend seamlessly with the unique landscape, respecting the environment and perfectly framing
the best aspects of Nyungwe’s natural beauty. With an emphasis on indoor and outdoor living, you remain consistently connected to your surroundings, as extended
furnished balconies open up to lush flora with mesmerizing aspects over the working tea plantation and forest beyond.

ONE&ONLY GORILLA’S NEST
Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda

One&Only Gorilla’s Nest is the ultimate ultra-luxury resort, and the closest resort to Volcanoes National Park. Cushioned in the foothills of the breathtaking Virunga
Mountain Range, the resort makes the magical possible as you enjoy a personal, once-in-a-lifetime encounter with the rare and majestic endangered mountain gorilla,
which roams free in its own natural habitat. Taking its name from the five dormant volcanoes found in the park, Volcanoes National Park is categorized as a rainforest
due to its montane ecosystem.

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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NOMAD TANZANIA
Tanzania

One of East Africa’s original safari companies, Nomad Tanzania operates a beautiful collection of safari camps nestled in the wildest, most remote corners of Tanzania.
Lamai Serengeti’s open-fronted rooms are peppered around Kogakuria Kopje, a tumble of giant boulders that boast some of the most commanding views over the
Northern Serengeti grasslands. More than a million wildebeests cross these plains each year in their relentless search for fresh pastures. Overlooking the mighty Rufiji
River, Sand Rivers Selous treats you to spectacular views of its own, also from open-fronted rooms — the waters cleave 11 million acres of stunning wilderness, and are
filled with hippos and crocodiles. Greystoke Mahale delivers the ultimate chimpanzee experience from Africa’s most iconic castaway lodge. Set forth on a legendary
journey in Mahale Mountains National Park, hiking among romping chimps, woodland scenery, scenic streams, ripening fruit and jasmine flowers.
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HEMINGWAYS WATAMU
Watamu, Kenya

Hemingways Watamu fronts the idyllic white-sand beach and turquoise waters of Watamu Marine National Park. Welcoming travellers for nearly 30 years, the hotel has
established a reputation for exceptional personal service and sincere charm. The quaint bay of Watamu offers an incredible array of activities, including big-game fishing,
humpback whale watching and snorkeling on the protected reef.

HEMINGWAYS NAIROBI
Nairobi, Kenya

This 45-suite boutique hotel elevates the standard of luxury for travellers in the region. Beautiful in its symmetry and flooded with natural light, this plantationstyle property is airy and spacious. Each suite has a private balcony overlooking the iconic silhouette of the Ngong Hills, a magical view that can also be enjoyed over
sundowners at the bar. Our service is personal and sincere, with a dedicated butler in each suite. We pride ourselves on providing exceptional guest experiences and
service, ensuring the utmost comfort and luxury.

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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FAIRMONT MARA SAFARI CLUB

FAIRMONT MOUNT KENYA SAFARI CLUB

Fairmont Mara Safari Club is located in the northwestern corner of the Masai
Mara Game Reserve, home to the great wildebeest migration. The club offers
51 luxuriously furnished tents featuring en suite facilities and private decks
overlooking the hippo- and crocodile-filled Mara River. Other amenities include
an outdoor swimming pool, lounge and restaurant. Exciting game drives are
accompanied by scenic cocktails and al fresco dining experiences.

Boasting a history as rich and evocative as the surrounding landscape, Fairmont
Mount Kenya Safari Club lies nestled among the lush foothills of Mount Kenya
Wildlife Conservancy. The guest rooms, suites and cottages reflect the original
charm of the residence while adding the comfort of modern amenities. The
property spans over 100 acres of manicured gardens and tranquil streams
looking out to the mountain beyond.

Masai Mara Game Reserve, Kenya

Nanyuki, Kenya

FAIRMONT THE NORFOLK
Nairobi, Kenya

Since its opening in 1904, this secluded gem in the heart of Nairobi has remained a celebrated Kenyan landmark, welcoming royalty, statesmen and celebrities alike.
The hotel boasts 27 luxurious suites and 143 rooms set around tranquil tropical gardens, combining classic elegance and modern design with discreet technology.
Other amenities include a modern health club; the iconic Lord Delamere Terrace; and Tatu, an award-winning fine-dining restaurant.
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MARA INTREPIDS

Masai Mara Game Reserve, Kenya
This camp sits in wild country, on the savanna grasslands of the Masai Mara Game Reserve along the Talek River. This award-winning camp is ideal for families,
boasting new two-bedroom family tents complete with a spacious lounge and a deck with magical savanna views. It offers some of the world’s finest year-round game
viewing, just a short drive from the Mara River, where more than a million wildebeests and zebras cross during the annual migration.

SAMBURU INTREPIDS

Samburu National Park, Kenya
The Samburu landscape in Kenya’s dry north is stunning for its dramatic range of landscapes — the dry plains, river and mountains. Samburu Intrepids, on the banks
of the Ewaso Nyiro River, has beautiful, spacious tents and family suites that feature private verandas facing the river. This is great country to see the Samburu Special
Five — the reticulated giraffe, Grevy’s zebra, Somali ostrich, beisa oryx and the long-necked gerenuk — as well as the big cats of Africa.

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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BARAZA RESORT AND SPA
Zanzibar, Tanzania

Baraza Resort and Spa is a five-star, all-inclusive luxury resort with just 30
villas, each with its own private plunge pool. This stunning resort evokes the
heritage of Zanzibar, harkening back to the era of the sultans. The resort offers
unparalleled standards of luxury in Zanzibar, and is also home to the stunning
Frangipani Spa.

THE PALMS

Zanzibar, Tanzania
The Palms is Zanzibar’s most exclusive, private, all-inclusive resort, and with
just seven beautiful villas, it is the perfect romantic getaway offering the most
personalized service. The Palms is a sanctuary for those in search of tranquility,
a place to stimulate the senses and experience the very best of the island.
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BREEZES BEACH CLUB AND SPA
Zanzibar, Tanzania

Situated along a pristine beach, Breezes Beach Club and Spa is an ideal choice
for those in search of a romantic getaway. With personalized service and warm
hospitality, Breezes celebrates the beautiful Swahili style with a relaxed elegance
and offers a wide variety of water sports and diving activities, as well as a
spacious spa.

ZAWADI HOTEL
Zanzibar, Tanzania

Zawadi Hotel is a private, intimate, all-inclusive beachfront retreat with just
12 spacious villas. Designed in an elegant, laid-back beach style surrounded by
flowering gardens, Zawadi Hotel is relaxed luxury at its best. It occupies one
of the most coveted locations on the island, boasting spectacular views of the
Indian Ocean at every turn, and is also the ideal option for exclusive use of the
whole resort.

Africa

LEWA WILDERNESS LODGE

TAASA LODGE

Lewa Wildlife Conservancy, Kenya

Serengeti National Park, Tanzania

Overlooking Mount Kenya, Lewa Wilderness Lodge has been home to the
Craig family since 1972. Over the years, they have shaped the surrounding
Lewa Wildlife Conservancy into East Africa’s biggest conservation success
story. Endless Out of Africa-inspired activities await. Guests can fly in an
open-cockpit biplane, ride horses among giraffes and zebras, and take bush
walks with a Maasai guide.

TAASA Lodge is situated approximately three miles from Kleins Gate, to the
northeast of Serengeti National Park. It offers a unique combination of luxurious
accommodation, extraordinary wildlife, the exhilarating freedom to participate
in guided game and nature walks, the rare opportunity to go on night game
drives as well as to drive off-road, and fascinating insight into the culture of the
local Maasai tribesmen and women.

ONE NATURE NYARUSWIGA
Serengeti National Park, Tanzania

One Nature Nyaruswiga is an ultra-luxurious safari camp situated at the heart of Central Serengeti in the majestic Nyaruswiga Hills. This unique destination hosts
a wide array of resident wildlife while serving as an awe-inspiring backdrop for the millions of migrating animals that annually pass through its plains. One Nature
Nyaruswiga offers 14 opulent safari tents, consisting of 12 stunning, one-bedroom Luxury Tents and two exquisite, two-bedroom Family Tents. Each has its own
en suite bathroom, indoor and outdoor shower, sitting area, and private sun deck with unobstructed views of the open savanna. The camp also offers a luxuriously
appointed dining area, lounge and bar, swimming pool, Jacuzzi, astral observation deck, trading post and badminton court. Other amenities at the eco-friendly
property include 24/7 electricity powered by a smart hybrid solar power system, complimentary Wi-Fi, and water supply safely purified by reverse osmosis.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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GRAN MELIA ARUSHA
Arusha, Tanzania

Gran Melia Arusha is an oasis within Arusha nestled upon 18 acres of beautiful landscaped coffee and tea plantations with spectacular views of Mount Meru. Several
natural springs run through the property, creating a natural environment and the source of our very own bottled water. Stay in one of 171 rooms either with views of the
city or Mount Meru with a choice of Deluxe Rooms, Junior Suites and a luxurious Presidential Suite. The superior RED LEVEL service is designed to create a unique and
personalized ambience throughout your stay. The Saba Saba all-day restaurant serves international cuisine to suit all travellers. There is even a trendy juice bar offering
a selection of fresh juices and smoothies. Guests can also choose from our signature Yellow Chilli restaurant, the Spanish-Peruvian rooftop restaurant and the Market
Place. Pamper yourself in our beautiful spa or relax in a heated outdoor pool, where you will feel completely rejuvenated for your once-in-a-lifetime safari experience.
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MELIA SERENGETI LODGE
Serengeti National Park, Tanzania

Melia Serengeti Lodge showcases an incredible wildlife experience in the heart of one of the most beautiful national parks in Africa, putting the annual migration right
at your doorstep. In addition, the location boasts stunning sunset views over the mountains beyond along with an abundant population of resident game, and the strong
commitment the property represents can be identified by its green and sustainability measures. Melia Serengeti Lodge blends into its natural surroundings without
relinquishing the services and facilities of a luxury hotel — luxuries ranging from a spa, infinity pool, fitness center, meeting room, and Kids & Company. Choose
from one of 50 air-conditioned guest rooms with complimentary Wi-Fi, and each with either lagoon or savanna views. Dine on an extraordinary fusion of local and
international flavors in two restaurants and two bars. This beautiful lodge is less than an hour’s drive from Seronera Airstrip.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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ANDBEYOND BATELEUR CAMP
Masai Mara Game Reserve, Kenya

Resting in the Masai Mara National Reserve on a private concession, this romantic, welcoming camp reflects the ambience of Kenyan safaris from the 1920s and 1930s.
Endlessly sophisticated and completely private, the camp makes possible a variety of spectacular adventures, from game drives and bush walks to hot air balloon safaris,
community excursions, and enchanting sundowners and dining moments on the edge of the Masai Mara.

ANDBEYOND LAKE MANYARA TREE LODGE

ANDBEYOND SERENGETI UNDER CANVAS

Cradled in the boughs of an ancient mahogany forest, andBeyond Lake Manyara
Tree Lodge — renowned for its romantic, stilted tree-house suites — blends into
the natural beauty of Lake Manyara National Park. Witness the extraordinary
diversity of habitats, where Manyara tree-climbing lions, seasonal flamingos and
other fascinating wildlife congregate. Guests can enjoy sundowners as they gaze
upon the dramatic Great Rift Valley.

Traversing through the Serengeti, this mobile tented camp brings guests within
range of the massive herds of the Great Migration. Experience the ultimate in
luxury camping, complete with exceptionally spacious tents, indoor seating areas,
private butler service, chandeliers, silverware, crystal, en suite flush water closets
and comfortable beds with fluffy duvets.

Lake Manyara National Park, Tanzania
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ANDBEYOND KLEIN’S CAMP

ANDBEYOND GRUMETI SERENGETI TENTED CAMP

Perched on the edge of the Kuka Hills, andBeyond Klein’s Camp boasts
magnificent views of a private wilderness concession bordering the vast Serengeti
plains and the Masai Mara National Reserve. Experience spectacular Big Five
game viewing, nighttime game drives, safari walks, bush dining, Maasai culture
and old-fashioned safari luxury.

Situated in one of the prime game-viewing areas in the Serengeti, this charming
tented camp is perfect for year-round game viewing free from the crowds,
including magnificent sightings of majestic lions. Rustic yet sophisticated, the
accommodations at andBeyond Grumeti Serengeti Tented Camp combine hues
of natural gray and accents of stone and bone, evocative of the same skin tones
of its seasonal hippos.

Serengeti National Park, Tanzania

Serengeti National Park, Tanzania

ANDBEYOND MNEMBA ISLAND
Zanzibar, Tanzania

An exclusive and idyllic barefoot island paradise, this award-winning private haven in Zanzibar offers a romantic, exclusive getaway. Twelve beachside bandas overlook
Mnemba Atoll, and exciting aquatic adventures take many forms, from snorkeling to swimming to kayaking. Whether exploring your more adventurous side or opting
for a gentle massage or yoga on the beach — or simply doing nothing at all — andBeyond Mnemba Island has something for everyone.

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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Asia, India & the Pacific
Whether it’s a city-centered luxury hotel or
an opulent destination resort with tropical
grounds, discover your inspiring locale
while enjoying the utmost in authenticity.
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Asia, India & the Pacific

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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MANDARIN ORIENTAL, HONG KONG
Hong Kong, China

The iconic Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong is the epitome of contemporary luxury combined with Asian heritage. Having delighted guests with award-winning service
and impressive facilities for over 55 fantastic years, it is a much-loved address for those seeking an exclusive sanctuary in Central, the heart of this exciting city. The
499 spacious rooms and suites offer magnificent views of the famous Victoria Harbour and breathtaking city skyline. A collection of 10 outstanding restaurants and
bars, including three with Michelin stars — Mandarin Grill + Bar, Man Wah and Pierre — along with a Shanghainese-inspired, holistic, five-star spa; an outstanding
barber and salon; a fully equipped fitness center and indoor pool on the top floor; and 24-hour business center with state-of-the-art technology make this hotel the
quintessential home away from home for discerning leisure and business travellers alike.
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THE PENINSULA HONG KONG
Hong Kong, China

Having first opened its doors in 1928, the Peninsula Hong Kong is hailed as the “Grande Dame of the Far East” and is one of the world’s legendary luxury hotels, offering
elegant accommodations, stunning harbor views and intimate service. The decor throughout the hotel redefines luxury with distinctive design touches, thoughtful layout
and highly personalized in-room technology. Apart from distinct dining experiences spanning seven restaurants and a bar, the hotel offers an array of unique services
and amenities, including helicopter transfer and sightseeing from its own helipad; a fleet of Rolls-Royce limousines; the Peninsula Yacht to explore islands around Hong
Kong; and immersive programs that explore local culture, culinary art, history and more. Discover a Roman-style swimming pool overlooking the harbor and the awardwinning Peninsula Spa for ultimate pampering. The hotel is ideally located in the harbor waterfront in Kowloon’s vibrant shopping and entertainment district.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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THE PENINSULA SHANGHAI
Shanghai, China

The award-winning Peninsula Shanghai is the flagship hotel of the Hong Kong and Shanghai Hotels, Limited in mainland China. Inspired by the Art Deco period and
the golden age when Shanghai was fêted the “Paris of the East,” this stylish hotel features rooms and suites perfectly combined with comfort and modernity. It presents
a glamorous setting together with breathtaking views of the Bund, Huangpu River, Pudong and gardens of the former British Consulate. Highlights of the hotel also
include two Michelin-starred restaurants, an indoor pool, a 24-hour fitness center, and a suite of rejuvenating treatments and wellness therapies at the Peninsula Spa.
In addition, the Peninsula Shanghai offers the unique ‘Azimut 47,’ an exquisitely appointed private yacht, for a breakfast or sunset cruise, as well as a fleet of customized
vehicles, including bespoke Rolls-Royce Phantoms.
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THE PENINSULA BEIJING
Beijing, China

Opened in 1989, the Peninsula Beijing is conveniently located in the heart of China’s capital city in Wangfujing shopping district and within walking distance of the
Forbidden City and Tiananmen Square. This exquisite property makes it easy to connect to Second Ring Road, and boasts unrivaled proximity to the capital’s major
commercial, tourist and diplomatic districts. Blending timeless Chinese artistry and craftsmanship, the Peninsula Beijing is Beijing’s premier all-suite hotel, with
cutting-edge technology and exceptional service. Spacious suites feature a separate bedroom, living area, marble bathroom and dressing room. Guests can enjoy the
Peninsula Classic Afternoon Tea and refined international dining at the Lobby; contemporary French gastronomy with subtle Asian influences at Jing; traditional
Cantonese fare at Huang Ting restaurant; and handcrafted cocktails at the Peninsula Yun. Other amenities include a fitness center, indoor pool and the Peninsula Spa.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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WALDORF ASTORIA BEIJING
Beijing, China

Waldorf Astoria Beijing is a landmark hotel in the heart of the 700-year-old Wangfujing district. Occupying a dramatic bronze building in a culturally rich
neighborhood that features traditional hutong homes, it is steps from entertainment, shopping and dining, as well as the Forbidden City and Tiananmen Square.
From its sleek, stylish hallways lined with fine artwork to its opulent guest rooms, you’ll encounter modern elegance, rich Chinese heritage and true Waldorf service
at every turn. The hotel exemplifies discreet, personalized attention, ensuring the kind of extraordinary stay that could only happen at a Waldorf Astoria property.
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WALDORF ASTORIA SHANGHAI ON THE BUND
Shanghai, China

Enjoy architectural beauty of the past and present at Waldorf Astoria Shanghai on the Bund. The hotel is on the west bank of the majestic Huangpu River, occupying
both a historic landmark building and a new one of contemporary design. Find yourself amid the must-see attractions in this vibrant city, or take a pleasant walk along
the Bund. The hotel features 260 guest rooms and suites, 111 of which offer breathtaking views of Pudong’s skyline. Its famed Shanghai Club joins an award-winning
collection of six restaurants and bars, among them the iconic Long Bar. Waldorf Astoria Shanghai on the Bund and Waldorf Astoria Spa received a five-star rating by
Forbes Travel Guide in 2018.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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WALDORF ASTORIA CHENGDU
Chengdu, China

Waldorf Astoria Chengdu is the new crown jewel in the burgeoning Chengdu Hi-Tech Zone. A 52-story, Art Deco-inspired landmark that weaves classic elegance with
modern luxury, it offers guests an inspirational environment within the new financial district of Chengdu Hi-Tech Zone. Transportation to the city center is easy,
with the nearest Metro station just three blocks away. Waldorf Astoria Chengdu features 289 luxury guest rooms, including 31 suites, all of which enjoy the highest
vantage points for mesmerizing city views. Owning an impressive collection of restaurants and bars, each sophisticated venue serves local specialties, enhanced by
grand surroundings and unparalleled service. Host a corporate event or social gathering at this luxury property, thanks to its elegant meeting spaces and personalized,
memorable Waldorf service. The hotel features a Grand Ballroom and five meeting rooms with a combined area of over 21,500 square feet.
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ROSEWOOD BEIJING
Beijing, China

The 283-room ultra-luxury Rosewood Beijing, located in the Chaoyang District opposite the iconic CCTV Tower, is the first China property for Rosewood Hotels
& Resorts® and is styled in tribute to Beijing’s heritage, where ancient meets modern. The hotel features six restaurants and lounges including Bistrot B and Bistrot
B Lounge • Bar, stylish RED BOWL hot pot restaurant, MEI bar, Country Kitchen, and the House of Dynasties Chinese restaurant. Meeting and function space,
totaling nearly 30,000 square feet, includes a pillar-less ballroom and the Pavilion residential-style event venue. The Manor Club is a sophisticated and exclusive-access
executive lounge. The first Sense, A Rosewood Spa in Asia features an indoor swimming pool, gym and yoga studio.

THE RITZ-CARLTON, CHENGDU
Chengdu, China

Overlooking Tianfu Square, the Ritz-Carlton, Chengdu offers travellers an ideal base from which to explore the city’s cultural and culinary gems. With guest rooms
from the 28th to the 41st floor, this 353-room luxury hotel features unmatched views of downtown, paired with the comfort, privacy and personalized service offered
by Ritz-Carlton hotels the world over. Guest rooms include walk-in closets, bathrooms with double vanities, bathtubs, enclosed showers and TOTO intelligent toilets.
All 113 Club-Level rooms and 55 suites feature 800-thread-count linens and personal butler service. The hotel also features five restaurants and bars, 18,300 square feet
of meeting space, the Ritz-Carlton SPA, an indoor swimming pool with underwater music, and fitness center with Technogym equipment.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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SOFITEL LEGEND PEOPLE’S GRAND HOTEL XIAN
Xian, China

Located within Xian’s historic walls, the Sofitel Legend People’s Grand Hotel Xian is the fifth Sofitel Legend property in the world and the first in greater China.
Originally opened as a state guest house in 1953, this iconic building has been updated for the needs of today’s travellers. Offering guests 71 rooms and suites, the
Heritage Building features an extensive garden, private health club, swimming pool, spa, Italian restaurant, Louis XIII-inspired rooftop bar, private museum and
24-hour butler service. The Sofitel Legend People’s Grand Hotel Xian blends French flair with Chinese hospitality to make this historic landmark a modern oasis
for today’s luxury traveller.

AMANDAYAN
Lijiang, China

Amandayan lies at the heart of the UNESCO-listed town of Lijiang, the historic capital of the Naxi Kingdom. The culture of this indigenous population informs
many aspects of the property, a collection of tiled-roof dwellings gathered around traditional courtyards. Lattice-screened suites feature Yunnan pine, elm, granite
and marble, as well as traditional Naxi embroidery. Naxi influence extends to Amandayan’s cuisine, too, which champions local, seasonal dishes alongside Asian
and Western fare at three venues. Taoist-inspired treatments are offered at the Aman Spa, which features a swimming pool and a gym. Also of note is the carefully
preserved Qing Dynasty-exam hall. Nearby, guests can explore the Old Town, Jade Dragon Mountain, Tiger Leaping Gorge and the Living Buddha at Sangzanlin.
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‘SANCTUARY YANGZI EXPLORER’
Yangtze River, China

‘Sanctuary Yangzi Explorer’ is the smallest and most exclusive boat on the Yangtze River, boasting the largest cabins and suites on the river, private balconies, and an
unparalleled crew-to-guest ratio of 1:1. Three- and four-night cruises between Chongqing and Yichang provide a fascinating insight into history-steeped cities and
rural towns along Asia’s longest river, ensuring an immersive and cultural onboard experience. Expect breeze-kissed tai chi lessons before breakfast; tea ceremonies;
acupuncture, reflexology and Chinese medicine master classes; captivating talks about Chinese history; dumpling making; and calligraphy classes. Onboard facilities
include a luxury spa, observation deck, two-floor theater, library, à la carte dining and 24-hour room service, as well as beauty and fitness facilities.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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THE ST. REGIS LHASA RESORT
Lhasa, China

Conveniently located in the famed Barkhor area of eastern Lhasa, the St. Regis Lhasa Resort is regarded as this unique city’s most coveted address. The resort boasts
199 rooms, two remarkable restaurants and an intriguing wine bar. Guests are welcome to experience healing Tibetan treatments in the splendid Iridium Spa and bask
in the warmth of the sparkling Golden Energy Pool. Surrounded by sweeping landscapes, the St. Regis Lhasa Resort faces the Potala Palace, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. A mere six minutes by car from the resort, the palace has been converted into a museum. Jokhang Temple, another iconic structure and Norbulingka, a former
summer palace, are also close by.
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SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, LHASA
Lhasa, China

Shangri-La Hotel, Lhasa is centrally located near scenic spots, historic attractions and monasteries, within walking distance of UNESCO World Heritage Sites Potala
Palace and Norbulingka Palace. The hotel was carefully planned with a deep appreciation for Tibetan culture, melding Tibetan heritage and modern Shangri-La luxury
spanning 262 contemporary guest rooms and 17 expansive suites. Guests can enjoy stunning views of Potala Palace, the breathtaking mountains or the garden from the
comfort of their modern room. Shangri-La Hotel, Lhasa is the first international five-star hotel to introduce an Oxygen Lounge, where guests can recharge and enjoy
reflexology treatments, manicures and pedicures. The hotel’s four restaurants and bars provide a wide variety of food and entertainment. CHI, the Spa offers traditional
treatments. There is also a health club with a fully equipped gym, 72-foot swimming pool and a 24-hour clinic.

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, GUILIN
Guilin, China

Located on the east bank of the Li River, one of the most beautiful rivers in the world, Shangri-La Hotel, Guilin is an urban resort featuring a vast manicured garden,
indoor and outdoor swimming pools, and a Ninebot personal transportation robot. Activities include a mini-zoo, bumper boats, cycling and folk performances.
Shangri-La Hotel, Guilin is renowned in Guangxi and beyond for its warm, friendly service and memorable guest experiences. Relax in one of 439 guest rooms,
including the Executive Terrace Mountain View Room equipped with a spacious outdoor terrace and custom outdoor furniture. Dining options are plentiful, from
Li Café’s full à la carte menu of international cuisine; Shang Palace, featuring vibrant Asian cooking; and Poolside Grill & Pizza Restaurant, serving savory pies and
grilled delicacies.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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BANYAN TREE YANGSHUO
Yangshuo, China

As the first international brand to launch a world-class resort in Yangshuo, Banyan Tree reveals southeast China and its stunning panorama of jade-green mountains and
rivers to discerning guests. Opened in autumn 2014, Banyan Tree Yangshuo is situated on the Li River, in the ancient township of Fuli, the home of the traditional
Chinese painted fan. The surrounding of visually stunning Karst Mountains are complemented by the grace of the Li River. Banyan Tree Yangshuo has been designed as
a village resort far from the hustle and bustle of the city, providing best-in-class facilities and breathtaking views of this impressive scenery across its 141 suites and villas.
The property features bamboo rafting on the Li River and two restaurants and bars serving Asian specialties and international favorites. Guests can also enjoy a savory
barbecue and refreshing cocktail by the Pool Bar. Rejuvenate body, mind and soul at the beautiful oriental spa, which makes use of ancient health traditions.

BANYAN TREE HUANGSHAN
Huangshan, China

In July of 2015, Banyan Tree Huangshan officially opened in the misty landscape of eastern China’s Anhui Province, enshrouded by the great Mount Huangshan.
The 10th Banyan Tree in China, it lies 70 minutes away from Huangshan City. Cultural adventurers and explorers will be fascinated by the ancient-styled dwellings of
Xidi and Hongcun (both UNESCO World Heritage Sites), as well as the breathtaking Mount Huangshan, with its peculiarly shaped granite peaks, woody pine trees
and hot springs. This perfect harmony of nature and culture embodies the sanctuary for the senses that is Banyan Tree Huangshan. Experience elegance and serenity in
one of 127 stylish suites and villas, each boasting a beautiful wood balcony and breathtaking mountain views. Ming Yue restaurant delights with Anhui and Cantonese
cuisine, while Qing Feng pairs tasty snacks with its signature afternoon tea. Other amenities include meeting facilities, a tree art gallery and spa.
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BANYAN TREE LIJIANG
Lijiang, China

Immerse yourself in a fairy tale, where quaint bridges arch over water canals and cobblestone streets are lined with stunning architecture. Welcome to Lijiang. Declared
a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1997, this town is the setting for luxurious Banyan Tree Lijiang, which is located over 6,500 feet above sea level. Admire the majesty of
the legendary Jade Dragon Snow Mountain, a sacred sanctuary standing guard over the ethnic minorities since ancient times — just an hour’s drive from the resort. Step
into any one of Banyan Tree Lijiang’s stunning villas or suites and be inspired by the breathtaking mountain views. Exotic pink stone and gray bricks on the exterior of
each abode are complemented by the russet-red interiors with chino-styled teak furnishings.

BANYAN TREE RINGHA
Yunnan Province, China

Shangri-La exists high in the Himalayas, with Banyan Tree Ringha safely nestled within. Perched 10,500 feet above sea level, its surrounding, undulating landscape
offers an alluring setting for a unique travel experience in a frontier destination. Each season brings with it its own kaleidoscope of colors. The secluded hideaway offers
32 suites and lodges. Each one features a fireplace, wooden balcony with unparalleled valley or river views, and a handcrafted wooden bathtub. Every suite and lodge
features a wooden balcony and private terrace. The accommodations are created from authentic Tibetan farmhouses that have been relocated log by log to retain their
original character. The property was the first member from China to be designated a “National Geographic Unique Lodge.”
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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THE PENINSULA TOKYO
Tokyo, Japan

The Peninsula Tokyo, a Forbes Travel Guide Five-Star hotel, is superbly located in the prestigious Marunouchi Financial District, opposite the Imperial Palace and a
three-minute walk from the shopping capital of Ginza. Modern and contemporary with Japanese accents, this gracious free-standing hotel offers 314 spacious guest
rooms, including 47 suites. Each guest room and suite blends traditional Peninsula standards of comfort and innovative technology, with elements of Japanese heritage
and culture. Completing the hotel’s sophisticated facilities are five unique restaurants, a modern lounge bar, two ballrooms, six elegantly designed function rooms and
a fitness center. In addition, the Peninsula Spa offers nine treatment rooms, separate changing rooms, saunas and relaxation areas for men and women, a 66-foot indoor
heated swimming pool, Jacuzzi, and outdoor terrace with views of the Imperial Palace Gardens.
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CONRAD TOKYO
Tokyo, Japan

Conrad Tokyo is a sleek hotel in the sky with expansive views over Tokyo Bay. Conveniently connected to Tokyo’s airports, metro and train networks, it lies within
walking distance of Ginza, a world-famous shopping and cultural district, while offering easy access to some of Tokyo’s major business locations and tourist
attractions. Consistently voted among Tokyo’s finest hotels, Conrad Tokyo has achieved the highest Michelin award for hotel comfort. Enjoy intuitive service while
taking in captivating vistas of the bay and Hamarikyu Gardens. Relax at the spa; take in panoramic bay views from any of the 291 luxury guest rooms and suites;
visit TwentyEight, the elegant bar and lounge serving cocktails against a backdrop of stunning vistas; dine in one of the inspiring fine-dining eateries; and pause to
sip wine from the enviable wine cellar.

CONRAD OSAKA
Osaka, Japan

Conrad Osaka is your address in the sky, commanding impressive views from the 40th floor of the Festival Tower West in Nakanoshima city, renowned for its
eclectic mix of art museums and music halls. Conrad Osaka is just a few minutes’ walk from bustling Umeda and Namba, connecting guests with the dynamism
of West Japan’s largest city. The hotel offers 164 guest rooms and two ballrooms, a boardroom, and a divided meeting room. Every space is pillar-free and welcomes
natural daylight through floor-to-ceiling windows. Hotel amenities also include four restaurants and a bar and lounge with breathtaking views. Directly connected
to the subway station, and within walking distance of Osaka’s central stations, the hotel provides convenient access to Kansai International Airport. Both Umeda
and Namba are close by for the best shopping, food and culture. Kyoto is also only 15 minutes away by bullet train from Shin-Osaka Station.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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THE RITZ-CARLTON, TOKYO
Tokyo, Japan

Rising above Japan’s capital, the Ritz-Carlton, Tokyo is located in Roppongi, the city’s entertainment, diplomatic and design hub. Occupying the top nine floors of the
city’s tallest building, it offers jaw-dropping 360-degree views. The guest rooms have been contemporized to reflect Japanese aesthetics with exquisite patterns and
furnishings. Club Level guests can enjoy the exclusive Club Lounge experience, four distinctly unique spaces overlooking Mount Fuji. The Ritz-Carlton, Tokyo features
247 guest rooms, including 35 suites and Ritz-Carlton Club Level Rooms. For pure luxury, the spa offers the ultimate in pampering. We offer an array of restaurants
and bars to cater to every palate, such as Hinokizaka, featuring kaiseki, sushi, tempura and teppanyaki; Azure 45, offering modern French cuisine; Towers, serving
contemporary grill cuisine; and La Boutique, devoted to chocolates and pastries. The hotel also offers state-of-the-art fitness and event facilities.
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THE RITZ-CARLTON, KYOTO
Kyoto, Japan

Perched along the idyllic Kamogawa River, the Ritz-Carlton, Kyoto affords easy walking access to the city’s shopping, dining and entertainment districts. Often
interpreted as a ryokan (traditional inn), the hotel offers 134 oversize rooms and suites. Guests can enjoy authentic Japanese cuisine at Mizuki, with its Michelinstarred Tempura; as well as Italian fare at La Locanda, with its dramatic, 110-year-old Ebisugawa-tei private rooms. Guest activities include temple chanting,
bicycle tours, Zen gardening classes and sake tastings. The Ritz-Carlton Spa offers seven treatment rooms, a heated swimming pool and a 24-hour fitness center.
Just as Kyoto completes any journey to Japan, a stay at the Ritz-Carlton, Kyoto is a must for any guest visiting this ancient capital.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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AMAN TOKYO
Tokyo, Japan

Soaring above the city’s financial district, Aman Tokyo occupies the top six floors of the iconic Otemachi Tower. With views over the Imperial Gardens toward Mount
Fuji, it is a refined sanctuary in the sky. References to Japan’s natural beauty and traditions reveal themselves at every turn, from magnificent ikebana plant displays to
the ryokan-inspired guest rooms. Guests at the Aman Spa can enjoy treatments inspired by Kampo healing and Zen philosophy, along with use of a spectacular pool
overlooking the city skyline. Aman Tokyo’s multiple dining venues, all with spectacular settings, offer cuisine ranging from Aman’s signature Italian-dining concept,
Arva, to expertly crafted sushi at Musashi. Between exploring the city or taking a trip out to Mount Fuji, guests can take part in a private swordsmanship class; tour the
Tsukiji Fish Market; or sip coffee in the Otemachi Forest, where the Café by Aman sits amid verdant flora.
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AMANEMU

Ise-Shima National Park, Japan
In Ise-Shima National Park, on the pearl-rich shores of Ago Bay, Amanemu occupies a corner of Japan swathed with protected forests, the Shinto shrine of Ise Jingu,
the unique shellfish-diving culture of the Pacific coastline, and mineral-rich hot springs. Embracing the centuries-old ritual of onsen bathing, Amanemu’s ryokaninfluenced suites and villas each feature a basalt onsen bath, positioned to enjoy unimpeded views. The countryside is equally renowned for its abundant produce —
and the restaurant celebrates this with a locally focused menu that includes Wagyu beef; Matsusaka shellfish; and an impressive collection of sake, shochu and Japanese
whiskeys. Indigenous and seasonal are the watchwords of the Aman Spa, too, which incorporates fresh wasabi and local flowers and herbs in its Japanese-influenced
treatments. It features an onsen bathing complex fed by the mineral-rich waters of the property’s own hot spring, honoring a 1,300-year-old tradition.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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THE PENINSULA BANGKOK
Bangkok, Thailand

The Peninsula Bangkok mixes timeless elegance and sophistication with contemporary comfort and technology. Its distinctive design affords 370 guest rooms and suites
with stunning panoramic views of the Chao Phraya River and Bangkok’s skyline. The hotel features the magnificent Peninsula Spa, offering treatments that layer Thai,
European and Ayurvedic philosophies. Wellness programs and daily activities such as yoga and Thai boxing classes are also available. Relax in a Thai pavilion by a
three-tiered swimming pool, or head to the fully equipped fitness center. Enjoy a remarkable selection of world-class cuisines, including authentic Thai dishes at Thiptara,
Cantonese cuisine at Mei Jiang, local and international dishes at River Café & Terrace, and traditional Peninsula Afternoon Tea and live music in the Lobby. Other
amenities include the Bar, the Pool Bar and the River Bar. ICON SIAM is located in the vicinity of the hotel, and only a five-minute boat ride and five-minute walk away.
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PHULAY BAY, A RITZ-CARLTON RESERVE
Krabi, Thailand

At Phulay Bay, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve, white sand and blue skies converge with the Andaman Sea to reveal one of the most captivating luxury beach resorts in Asia.
From the moment guests arrive, the rugged shoreline and limestone karsts of Krabi greet them as they are transported to a place where time is treasured and nature
inspires the senses. With just 54 villas and pavilions with dedicated butler service, guests will feel as though they have entered their own tropical sanctuary, where
personal attention to every need is anticipated. We invite you to embark on a voyage of discovery to experience the cultural wonders and scenic beauty of this corner
of the world. For those who appreciate exquisite sanctuaries, Phulay Bay, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve is a magnificent revelation.

AZERAI LA RESIDENCE, HUE
Hue, Vietnam

An Art Deco treasure set on a six-acre site with 656 feet of frontage on the fabled Perfume River, Azerai La Residence, Hue features 122 guest rooms and suites.
The colonial mansion at the heart of the hotel was built in 1930 as part of the residence of the French Resident Superieure. The mansion’s distinctive façade, its long
horizontal lines and nautical flourishes are hallmarks of the Streamline Moderne school of Art Deco architecture. Its two complementary wings, built in 2005, are
contemporary in design yet echo elements of Art Deco aesthetics, and embrace a tropical garden and saltwater swimming pool. Immaculately restored to its former
glory, this boutique hotel dazzles with Le Parfum Restaurant. Savor a fusion of French-Vietnamese flavors, from aromatic chicken pho to pan-fried French pigeon to
delicious pumpkin soup — accompanied by fine wines. During your stay, azure-, tangerine- and cotton candy-pink-colored sunsets paint the sky above the property.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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AMANSARA

Siem Reap, Cambodia
Amansara, the former guest house of King Sihanouk, is situated on the edge of Siem Reap just 10 minutes from the entrance to the Angkor UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Set in a garden compound, the 24-suite luxury Angkor Wat resort has the ambience of a private home and is the ideal base for travellers seeking to explore Khmer
culture and the ruins of Angkor. Working to create an unforgettable guest experience, a variety of Cambodia temple excursions and cultural walks are also available.

AMANPURI

Phuket, Thailand
Aman’s flagship property since its launch in 1988, Amanpuri reflects the style and elegance of Thai culture. The resort’s graceful pavilions and villas rest in a coconut
plantation on a headland overlooking the Andaman Sea, and a sweep of stone steps drop to the resort’s secluded white-sand beach. Facilities include a pool terrace,
the first Aman Spa and our medical-grade Amanpuri Holistic Wellness Centre, as well as the Eco-Beach Centre, which showcases the region’s rich biodiversity and
cultural traditions.
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AMANTAKA

Luang Prabang, Laos
Set on a large garden estate, Amantaka is housed in graceful French colonial buildings in the UNESCO-protected town of Luang Prabang. Airy and elegant throughout,
the decor and furnishings reflect the town’s French colonial history. Situated just south of Phousi Hill, the resort is within strolling distance of the boutiques, bakeries
and restaurants lining the town’s main street. The fabled night market, the picturesque banks of the Mekong River and the former Royal Palace are also nearby.

AMANOI

Vinh Hy, Vietnam
A contemporary beachside retreat in Vietnam, Amanoi offers a full-service Aman Spa and two unique Spa Houses on a pristine coastal estate. Remote yet accessible,
the resort is situated on the dramatic coastline of Nui Chua National Park, one of the country’s largest natural conservation sites. The resort overlooks spectacular
Vinh Hy Bay and a beautiful white-sand beach, and houses guests in 31 pavilions. Most accommodations feature private swimming pools and several private
residences — all with spectacular views.

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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THE REVERIE SAIGON
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

The Reverie Saigon is presently the most spectacularly extravagant hotel in Vietnam and also the country’s singular member of the Leading Hotels of the World.
Occupying the topmost floors of the landmark Times Square Building in prestigious District 1, the hotel features 286 rooms and suites, a world-class spa, four
distinctive dining destinations, and presents the best in Vietnamese hospitality. As the city’s highest hotel, the Reverie Saigon offers an incomparable perspective
paired with a uniquely eclectic celebration of haute couture Italian design and inimitable luxury. You’ve never seen or experienced Vietnam like this before.
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FOUR SEASONS RESORT THE NAM HAI, HOI AN
Hoi An, Vietnam

Four Seasons Resort the Nam Hai, Hoi An offers an unparalleled connection to Central Vietnam’s coast, culture and community. Located along a 3,280-foot stretch of
the country’s finest beach, its ocean-view villas — many with private pools — unite modern-day luxury with time-honored traditions. Excursions and activities range
from three awe-inspiring UNESCO World Heritage Sites to buffalo cart rides, sunrise fish market visits and craft immersions, while facilities are all underpinned by
local authenticity: a professional-grade cooking academy, Zen master-inspired spa and three tiers of feng shui-designed pools.

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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HERA CRUISES

Ha Long Bay, Vietnam
Each of Hera Cruises’ 11 spacious cabins bring bespoke design and luxurious amenities to the tranquil waters of Ha Long Bay. Second-deck rooms boast floor-to-ceiling
windows, revealing sweeping views of the bay. Concierge Level guests also enjoy the services of a personal chef, butler and tailored touring. Our ship brings you to a
reserved area for interacting with local fishers and viewing a museum model of native artifacts. Guests can revitalize in the gym, unwind in the sauna, or simply relax
on the sun deck and indulge in a signature drink. Choose from three restaurants, each adhering to rigorous standards and incorporating fresh, healthy ingredients.
Savor a fine-dining experience at Lily Restaurant, a quiet Vietnamese cocktail at Cuckoo Bar & Lotus Lounge, or a lovely afternoon tea party on deck at Iris Restaurant &
Panthera Bar. Hera Cruises offers a unique journey that celebrates the breathtaking natural beauty of Ha Long Bay and the Maltese Islands — the getaway of a lifetime.
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HERITAGE LINE – REFINED WATERWAY VOYAGES
Ha Long Bay & Lan Ha Bay, Vietnam

Heritage Line offers memorable voyages on board a collection of remarkable vessels cruising Southeast Asia’s most fascinating waterways. In the Gulf of Tonkin, their
ships cruise along the seascapes of the famous Ha Long Bay and its peaceful extension, Lan Ha Bay. Guests can choose from a one-night “Hidden Worlds”-stay aboard
Heritage Line ‘Ginger,’ or opt for the exclusive two-night “Senses of Lan Ha”-journey on the fabulous Heritage Line ‘Ylang.’ Both ships offer themed sailing; suite-only
accommodations and luxurious amenities; large private balconies, as well as lavish public facilities with a terrace deck and Jacuzzi pool, a bar, library lounge, and glassencased restaurant flooded with natural light. ‘Ginger’s’ culinary theme comes alive with its daily live cooking in the open kitchen, while ‘Ylang’ incorporates a distinct
wellness leitmotif with its spa, sauna, steam bath and yoga. Experiences range from leisure cycling to hiking on Cat Ba Island to a visit to a remote fishing village.

EMPEROR CRUISES
Ha Long Bay, Vietnam

Emperor Cruises’ purpose-built vessel reveals the beauty of Ha Long Bay in
style and comfort. Each of the vessel’s eight suites feature private balconies,
butler service and 1930s-inspired decor. Guests can enjoy gourmet cuisine, craft
cocktails and breathtaking scenery in the Panorama Restaurant Bar and Lounge,
Can Chanh Palace Restaurant, and Hanoi Bar 1945. Other onboard amenities
include a gym, spa, massage room, library and kids’ club.

PARK HYATT SAIGON
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Park Hyatt Saigon enjoys a prime location on the city’s most famous square,
within walking distance of popular cultural attractions. The hotel occupies 245
rooms and suites, and world-class restaurants. Opera serves authentic Italian
cuisine, Square One features Vietnamese and French cuisine, Park Lounge
specializes in afternoon tea, and 2 Lam Son bar is one of the city’s top nightlife
destinations. Enjoy the tranquil Xuan spa, an outdoor pool and fitness center.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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BELMOND LA RÉSIDENCE PHOU VAO
Luang Prabang, Laos

Nestled on a serene hilltop amid tranquil hills, just moments from the treasures of exquisite Luang Prabang and Luang Prabang Airport, Belmond La Résidence Phou
Vao is a beguiling sanctuary affording spectacular cloud forest vistas. Our 34 suites are housed in colonial-style buildings embracing traditional Laos architectural
inspirations. Inside, you are welcomed by a soothing ambience that mirrors the tranquil city below, while brightly colored flowers, fruits and handmade local textiles
reflect the vibrant spirit of the country. Admire a polished parquet floor, and relax on a sun-soaked private balcony. Refined menus, high-specification technology and
an inspired team of event planners make crafting the perfect party effortless. Mix business with pleasure in a mesmerizing, picture-perfect venue, ideal for meetings
and celebrations and well suited for brainstorming sessions in fully equipped, library-style meeting rooms.

BELMOND LA RÉSIDENCE D’ANGKOR
Siem Reap, Cambodia

Located beside the river in the heart of Siem Reap, close to the airport and the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Angkor, Belmond La Résidence d’Angkor makes it easy
to explore spellbinding Angkor Wat along with the town’s vibrant markets and cafés. Light and airy, each of our 59 suites are equipped with floor-to-ceiling windows,
and decorations ranging from jewel-toned silks to traditional hardwoods and original Cambodian art. Bathe in your own free-standing bathtub, or recline on the
private terrace for true serenity. One of Cambodia’s most unique event spaces, Belmond La Résidence d’Angkor is a dream destination for any occasion. Whether a
work conference, intimate party or lavish wedding, our team can transform ideas into realities. Verdant gardens and a beautiful veranda create an enchanting backdrop
for outdoor parties and gatherings. Guests may also play host in our spacious events room, boasting top-tier technology and flooded with natural light.
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‘SANCTUARY ANANDA’

Irrawaddy & Chindwin Rivers, Myanmar
The only all-balcony, all-suite ship on the Irrawaddy River, ‘Sanctuary Ananda’ consists of just 21 beautifully appointed suites, including the prestigious Owner’s Suite.
This floating hotel combines all the comforts of five-star contemporary luxury with the refined elegance of authentic Burmese design. Enjoy breakfast and lunch al
fresco, while dinner is served à la carte in the stylish Talifoo restaurant. To further relax, guests can choose from a spa, library, gallery, and the all-important lounge,
cocktail bar and plunge pool. Alternatively, guests can attend a selection of cultural lectures and classes. Discover the mysteries of Myanmar on board ‘Sanctuary
Ananda,’ with a selection of enchanting itineraries led by expert guides. ‘Sanctuary Ananda’ sails every full day of each itinerary, offering plenty of time to combine
the essential temples and monasteries with off-the-beaten-track villages and markets.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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AQUA EXPEDITIONS ‘AQUA MEKONG’
Mekong River, Cambodia & Vietnam

Charting a luxurious passage on Asia’s Mekong River across Cambodia and Vietnam, the 205-foot ‘Aqua Mekong’ showcases award-winning modern design with
comprehensive amenities, including a spa, gym and river-facing plunge pool. The vessel’s 20 spacious suites feature floor-to-ceiling windows that offer panoramas of
the ever-changing Mekong scenery. For off-shore excursions, Aqua Expeditions owns and operates Mekong’s only fleet of private tenders that bring guests on highly
personalized day trips to landmarks, temples and villages, where tradition, spirituality and craftsmanship reside. The cultural journey continues on board with a locally
inspired dining experience crafted by Michelin-starred consulting chef David Thompson.
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AQUA EXPEDITIONS ‘AQUA BLU’

Indonesia – Komodo National Park, Spice Islands & Raja Ampat
Unveiling a brand-new cruise experience, ‘Aqua Blu’ is the first-ever long-range explorer yacht with year-round departures permanently based in East Indonesia.
The RINA-classed, SOLAS-certified steel-hull vessel offers guests 15 individually designed suites and refined amenities accompanied by top-of-the-line water sports
equipment. Led by highly experienced crew and guides, guests embark on expeditions to explore the world’s most biodiverse marine habitats, with opportunities to
hike an active volcano, observe rare native bird species, and immerse in centuries-old history and culture. Meanwhile, ‘Aqua Blu’s’ heritage as a celebrated former
British naval explorer sets the stage for epic, unforgettable adventures in one of the most strikingly beautiful parts of the world.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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THE OBEROI, MUMBAI

THE OBEROI, NEW DELHI

The Oberoi, Mumbai is the ultimate destination for business or leisure travellers
looking for contemporary style and luxury. The 287 meticulously appointed
rooms and suites offer panoramic views of the Arabian Sea and the Queen’s
Necklace. The hotel offers a 24-hour fitness center, spa, travel desk, concierge and
personal butler service. The Oberoi, Mumbai was ranked “No. 2 Best City Hotel
in Asia” in the Travel + Leisure “World’s Best Awards” in 2018 and 2019.

The Oberoi, New Delhi is an iconic landmark in the capital city of India. Its
spacious, luxurious rooms and suites offer all modern conveniences. Guests can
enjoy all-day fine dining, Chinese and modern Indian restaurants. There is also
a cigar lounge and a late-night rooftop bar. The hotel offers 24-hour business and
leisure facilities. The Oberoi, New Delhi was ranked “No. 5 Best City Hotel in
Asia” in the Travel + Leisure “World’s Best Awards” in 2018.

THE OBEROI UDAIVILAS

THE OBEROI RAJVILAS

Mumbai, India

Udaipur, India

Located on the banks of Lake Pichola, the Oberoi Udaivilas spans 50 verdant
acres that once belonged to the Maharana of Mewar. The resort is majestic with
sunlit courtyards, rippling fountains and reflection pools. All suites have private,
temperature-controlled pools. The Premier Rooms afford access to a 240-footlong semi-private pool. The Oberoi Udaivilas was ranked “Best Asia & Indian
Subcontinent Hotel” by Condé Nast Traveller, UK Readers’ Travel Awards 2018.
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New Delhi, India

Jaipur, India

The Oberoi Rajvilas spans 32 acres of lush gardens, with flowering trees and
cascading fountains. The elegant guest rooms feature bathrooms with sunken
marble bathtubs and private courtyard views. The resort also offers spacious
luxury tents, romantic villas with private pools, a luxurious spa and specially
curated Oberoi experiences. The Oberoi Rajvilas was ranked “No. 1 Hotel in
India” by TripAdvisor Travelers’ Choice Awards, 2019.

Asia, India & the Pacific

THE OBEROI AMARVILAS
Agra, India

Located less than half a mile from the Taj Mahal, the Oberoi Amarvilas, Agra
captures the beauty and romance of this legendary monument of love. Every room
and suite — in addition to the lobby, bar and lounge — offers unobstructed views of
the Taj Mahal. The classical design of the hotel is a tribute to the legacy of Mughal
architecture. The Oberoi Amarvilas, Agra was ranked “Best Resort Hotel” in India
in the Travel + Leisure “World’s Best Awards” in 2018.

THE OBEROI VANYAVILAS WILDLIFE RESORT
Ranthambhore, India

Located on the edge of Ranthambhore National Park and Tiger Reserve,
the Oberoi Vanyavilas Wildlife Resort is the perfect base to spot the royal
Bengal tiger in its natural habitat. Settle into your 790-square-foot luxury, air
conditioned tent, complete with four-poster bed. Unwind with a signature
treatment at the Oberoi Spa, or enjoy Champagne at the top of the observation
tower as the sun sets.

THE OBEROI SUKHVILAS SPA RESORT
New Chandigarh, India

Surrounded by over 8,000 acres of protected natural forest at the foothills of
the Himalayas, the Oberoi Sukhvilas Spa Resort melds elements of traditional
Indian architecture, landscaped gardens and water features. Experience the
specially curated wellness programs designed to suit individual needs by a
resident physician. The Oberoi Sukhvilas was featured in Time magazine’s
inaugural “World’s Greatest Places” in 2018.

‘THE OBEROI VRINDA, LUXURY KERALA CRUISER’
Kerala, India

Kerala is one of India’s most enchanting destinations. Its picturesque backwaters
meander through a series of rice paddies, villages, and scenic canals and lakes,
inspiring memories to last a lifetime. ‘The Oberoi Vrinda, Luxury Kerala Cruiser’
offers a two- or three-night itinerary and flexible daily check-in. The restaurant
serves freshly prepared local delicacies and international cuisine. Traditional
music and cultural dances provide nightly entertainment.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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RAMBAGH PALACE
Jaipur, India

This hotel exudes an unmistakable sense of history and allows guests to partake
in a wealth of experiences that resound with the memories, luxuries and
extravagances of a bygone era. Rambagh Palace offers 78 rooms and stunningly
restored suites, which were the chambers of the former maharajah. Use of rich
fabrics and silk drapes draw from the colorful art and warm hues of the state
of Rajasthan.

UMAID BHAWAN PALACE
Jodhpur, India

Set amid 26 acres of lush gardens, the magnificent Umaid Bhawan Palace is a
breathtaking palace and also one of the largest private residences in the world.
An inimitable tribute to Art Deco, the palace offers 70 rooms and suites in its
luxurious fold. Wake up to peacocks strutting in the nearby gardens or take a
midnight dip in the subterranean Zodiac Pool; however you enjoy it, Umaid
Bhawan Palace offers a privileged experience.
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TAJ LAKE PALACE
Udaipur, India

This five-star, deluxe living palace is a resplendent palace and an island unto
itself. Indulge in a heritage walk with a royal escort and soak in the sounds
and sights of the city, or indulge in signature martinis, cocktails and a grand
collection of premium international spirits at the Bar. Each and every one of the
65 rooms and 18 suites at Taj Lake Palace offers stunning views and intricate
decor to envelop guests in royal mystique.

TAJ FALAKNUMA PALACE
Hyderabad, India

Beautifully refurbished and lovingly restored rooms at Taj Falaknuma Palace
allow you to journey into the Gilded Age, where grandeur and excess are
celebrated and savored. The former residence of the Nizam of Hyderabad,
Taj Falaknuma Palace has been leased by the Royal Family of Hyderabad to
the Taj Group of Hotels Resorts and Palaces. Experience 60 different ways
to feel like royalty in 60 breathtakingly luxurious guest rooms and suites.

Asia, India & the Pacific

THE TAJ MAHAL PALACE
Mumbai, India

For more than a century, The Taj Mahal Palace has played an intrinsic part in the
life of the city, hosting maharajahs, dignitaries and eminent personalities from
across the globe. Overlooking the Gateway of India with a panoramic view of the
bay, each of the 543 rooms (including 42 suites in The Taj Mahal Palace and 12
suites in the Taj Mahal Tower) meld rich history and modern luxury. The hotel is
Mumbai’s first harbor landmark and the site of the city’s first licensed bar.

PASHAN GARH, A TAJ SAFARI
Panna National Park, India

Located along the Ken River, within 20 miles of the temples at Khajuraho,
Pashan Garh is surrounded by 190 acres of private jungle wilderness. Drawing
inspiration from the stone houses of north-central India, each of the 12 luxury
cottages offer magnificent forest views or overlook a nearby waterhole, which
has been host to numerous animal sightings. Delicious Indian fare, prepared by
expert chefs, is discreetly delivered using unobtrusive butler hatches.

TAJ RISHIKESH RESORT & SPA, RISHIKESH

TAJ EXOTICA RESORT & SPA

Located an hour away from Rishikesh, this eco-friendly resort fronts its own
private beach surrounded by the mighty Ganges and the Himalayas beyond.
The resort’s 29 rooms and 50 villas feature a locally inspired design aesthetic. In
addition, the resort’s all-day restaurant serves international fare, while a specialty
restaurant offers fresh local cuisine. The bar and terraces amplify the experience
of nature and encourage communal interaction.

Fronting the scenic Radha Nagar Beach amid coral reefs and lush green forests,
Taj Exotica Resort & Spa is Andaman’s newest landmark. It features 50 spacious
villas, including one 6,000-square-foot Presidential Suite and three grand luxury
two-bedroom villas, all with private pools. The hotel’s dining options include
grilled specialties, international comfort food, coastal curries and local cuisine.
Other amenities include a Jiva Spa and Olympic-size swimming pool.

Rishikesh, India

Andaman Islands, India

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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THE LEELA PALACE NEW DELHI
New Delhi, India

The Leela Palace New Delhi has been ranked “No. 1” among the “Top 10 City Hotels in Asia” in Travel + Leisure’s 2019 USA readers’ survey. The hotel is located in
proximity to the Rashtrapati Bhavan, the Prime Minister’s residence, the Secretariat, central business district and historic monuments. It represents the magnificent
architecture, grace and elegance of Luyten’s Delhi. Experience the luxury of oversize suites and guest rooms, equipped with the latest technology. Dine at any one of
the many uber-chic restaurants, and rejuvenate at the exclusive Spa by ESPA.

THE LEELA PALACE UDAIPUR
Udaipur, India

This hotel has been ranked the “Number 1 Hotel in the World” in Travel + Leisure’s 2019 USA readers’ survey. The property offers a spectacular view of the tranquil
waters of Lake Pichola, the City Palace and the Aravalli Mountains, evoking the grandeur and opulence of the land of the Mewars. The elegant and contemporary
interiors of the rooms and suites are embellished with traditional elements of Rajasthan design and artistry. With a lake-facing pool, spa, and an array of restaurants
and superlative lounges, the palace provides a fairy-tale setting for a royal Mewar experience.
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ULAGALLA

Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka
Occupying a former chieftain’s mansion dating back 150 years, Ulagalla offers 25 Pool Villas spanning 58 acres of lush greenery. Ulagalla draws its design inspiration
from generations of tradition and the history of the property. Here, guests can embrace the ambience of ancient kingdoms, embark on wild adventures, dine on locally
sourced cuisine and indulge in pampering spa treatments. Activities include archery, cycling tours of local villages and horse-riding lessons in the picturesque gardens.
Ulagalla is nestled in Sri Lanka’s Cultural Triangle, just a short drive from the ancient city of Anuradhapura and the rock fortress of Sigiriya. Ulagalla’s historic charm,
lush environment and exquisite attention to comfort make for an unforgettable guest experience.

CHENA HUTS

Yala National Park, Sri Lanka
Drawing inspiration from Sri Lanka’s agricultural roots, Chena Huts offers a luxurious escape spanning seven acres of unspoiled Sri Lankan wilderness — a paradise
where ibis, painted storks and flamingos flit among saline lakes and the crystal-clear Indian Ocean. Chena Huts is the first boutique hotel in Yala, an area worldrenowned for sightings of the Sri Lankan leopard and a spectacular array of wildlife. Each of Chena Huts’ 14 cabins feature private plunge pools and 1,130 square feet
of climate-controlled living spaces. Other amenities include a soothing spa and dining facilities with stunning ocean views. Chena Huts invites guests to explore the
island’s second-largest nature reserve in uncompromising luxury.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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AMANBAGH
Rajasthan, India

Combining the Sanskrit-derived word for “peace” with bagh, the Hindi word for garden, Amanbagh provides a tranquil refuge from which to access the rich heritage
of Rajasthan’s dramatic frontier region. Lying within a walled compound that was once the staging area for the Maharajah of Alwar’s royal hunts, the resort evokes the
palatial grandeur of the Mughal era, offering 22 Haveli Suites and 15 Pool Pavilions situated in lush gardens. Amanbagh’s award-winning design features domed and
private courtyards, and at the center of the property is a magnificent swimming pool. An Aman Spa is also set within the gardens, where skilled therapists draw on
India’s ancient healing philosophy to provide a range of treatments. Dining at the resort takes place in the graceful domed restaurant and focuses on seasonal Indian
and Western cuisines, with vegetables and herbs grown in the organic kitchen garden.
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AMAN-I-KHÁS

Ranthambore, India
Aman-i-Khás is a wilderness camp set on the edge of Rajasthan’s Ranthambore National Park. Combining the Sanskrit-derived word for “peace” with khás, meaning
“special” in Hindi and Urdu, Aman-i-Khás is surrounded by the starkly beautiful Aravalli Hills. The camp provides unrivaled access to the region’s ancient forts, colorful
rural villages and the wildlife of Ranthambore, including India’s elusive tigers. Aman-i-Khás offers accommodation in 10 luxurious, air-conditioned guest tents, each with
soaring canopies draped in the Mughal style. There are also three separate tents for dining, spa treatments and lounging, as well as a refreshing step-well pool. There are three
other tents at Aman-i-Khás — the Dining Tent, the Lounge Tent and the Spa Tent — all spaced around the camp’s focal point, an outdoor fireplace. The camp also offers a
traditional step-well swimming pool, surrounded by a terrace and a grove of trees.

COMO UMA PUNAKHA
Punakha, Bhutan

COMO Uma Punakha, voted best hotel in Asia by Condé Nast Traveler, takes guests to the heart of the ethereal Himalayan Kingdom. The property offers nine Valley View
rooms and two luxury private villas, each boasting commanding vistas of the Punakha Valley. Guests enjoy comprehensive adventure itineraries and cultural visits led by
English-speaking local guides, as well as award-winning COMO Shambhala therapies, and nutritious cuisine using local, seasonal ingredients.

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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QUALIA

Great Barrier Reef, Hamilton Island, Australia
A unique Australian expression of luxury, qualia is nestled in the most pristine and secluded position on the island. It’s a truly special place, where everything has been
meticulously considered to relax the mind, yet completely spoil the senses. Feel time unravel in exquisitely appointed pavilions that sit in perfect harmony with the rare,
natural beauty of the Great Barrier Reef. Two exclusive restaurants provide the ideal stage to whet the appetite with the fresh and innovative. For a truly memorable
experience, step inside Spa qualia, which offers an extensive range of luxurious local and international treatments.
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‘TRUE NORTH’

COMO THE TREASURY

Purpose-built to go where other ships can’t, the luxurious, 164-foot ‘True
North’ explores the stunning waters of the Kimberley — a panorama of rugged
mountains, spectacular gorges and majestic waterfalls. The ship carries six
dedicated adventure boats and a helicopter. Activity-based itineraries include
hiking, fishing, mud crabbing, picnics, culture and scenic flights. Explorer Class
and River Class staterooms offer king-size beds that can be converted into singles.

Occupying Perth’s iconic State Buildings, COMO the Treasury is an elegant hotel
located in the heart of the city. Restoration reveals a grand Victorian-era façade,
while a contemporary style permeates the 48 rooms and suites inside. Dining
options include a rooftop restaurant and ground-floor osteria. The Treasury
Lounge and Bar provides an elegant space for drinks, while COMO Shambhala
Urban Escape nurtures wellness, with a range of Western and Eastern therapies.

The Kimberley, Australia

Perth, Australia

SOLITAIRE LODGE
Rotorua, New Zealand

Solitaire Lodge, one of New Zealand’s premier luxury lodges, enjoys breathtaking views over Lake Tarawera against a backdrop of lush natural bush and volcanic
landscapes. Styled with comfort in mind, all nine luxurious suites feature panoramic views over Lake Tarawera’s still, deep waters. Free-standing baths allow views over
the lake while soaking. Complimentary minibar, fruit and snacks are also at hand. Easy lake access allows exploration of the surrounding waters, secluded private bays
and waterfalls, and natural thermal hot springs in which to soak and unwind. Guests can embark on scenic helicopter flights over the surrounding landscape, land on an
active volcano, catch a rainbow trout for dinner, or explore the tranquil waters in a kayak or motorized dinghy. The lodge is also the perfect place to simply relax, indulge
and rejuvenate, left in the able hands of warm, friendly hosts.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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Europe
Iconic country estates, converted palaces
and gracious seaside villas are among
the many ways to experience Europe’s
diverse splendors.
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THE MERRION

SHEEN FALLS LODGE

Dublin, Ireland

Kenmare, Ireland

The Merrion, a member of the Leading Hotels of the World, is among Dublin’s
most luxurious five-star hotels. Fronting the city center, it comprises four
Georgian townhouses and a garden wing, with many of the 143 guest rooms
overlooking landscaped gardens. Home to Ireland’s largest private art collection,
the hotel houses the country’s only two-Michelin-starred restaurant. Other
amenities include two bars, drawing rooms, a pool and Garden Room restaurant.

Sheen Falls Lodge — a Relais & Châteaux property — is among Ireland’s finest
hotels, one with stunning views of Kenmare Bay and the Sheen Waterfalls.
Nestled in Kenmare on the Ring of Kerry and the Beara Peninsula, it’s tucked
into a 300-acre estate with five thatched cottages, and 72 recently refurbished
rooms and suites. Guests can enjoy a variety of activities during their stay,
including salmon fishing, falconry, clay-pigeon shooting and horseback riding.

BROWN’S HOTEL
London, England

Brown’s Hotel, a Rocco Forte Hotel, is quintessentially British with a hint of the unexpected. London’s first hotel, it boasts 115 authentically designed rooms and suites
designed by Olga Polizzi, each playing tribute to the hotel’s illustrious heritage and world-renowned charm. The Kipling Suite, the jewel in Brown’s crown of suites,
honors Rudyard Kipling, who famously wrote The Jungle Book at this very hotel. Home to some of London’s finest dining experiences, Brown’s signature Donovan
Bar takes inspiration from its namesake — the iconic 1960s’ photographer Terence Donovan. The English Tea Room, where Queen Victoria enjoyed tea, honors the
classically British custom of serving traditional afternoon tea, and Charlie’s restaurant serves contemporary British fare with European influences. Welcome to Brown’s
Hotel, where history endures and the legacy continues.
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THE KENSINGTON
London, England

Traditional service and Victorian grandeur meet sleek style and contemporary comfort at the Kensington. Located in one of London’s most cosmopolitan neighborhoods,
this affluent 19th-century district is home to cultural treasures like the Natural History Museum, the Victoria & Albert Museum, and the Royal Albert Hall, with
the green spaces of Kensington Gardens and Hyde Park and world-famous stores such as Harrods and Harvey Nichols only a short walk away. Experience London in
luxury in one of the Kensington’s 28 suites and 118 rooms, private spaces that offer refinement and timeless glamour, coupled with an exquisite blend of period charm
and modern comfort. Throughout their stays, guests are enveloped in sophistication, whether they’re sipping afternoon tea in the light, lively drawing rooms; enjoying
cocktails in the glamorous K Bar; or sitting down to dinner in the refined Town House restaurant.

THE MILESTONE HOTEL
London, England

Discover Old World charm, rich furnishings, exquisite original artwork, outstanding cuisine and attentive service at historic mansion house Milestone Hotel &
Residences. Situated opposite Kensington Palace and Gardens and close to Royal Albert Hall, it features 43 elegant, individually decorated rooms and 13 luxury suites,
all with romantic touches that evoke the feel of an English country manor — right in the heart of London. Six luxurious two- and three-bedroom residences with
private entrances are available for stays of three or more nights. Fine British dining and international dishes can be enjoyed in Cheneston’s Restaurant, while Stable’s
Bar is famous for its “smoking old-fashioned.” While staying at the hotel, you may even opt to learn the art of Champagne sabrage.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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HOTEL RANGA
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HOTEL BORG

South Iceland

Reykjavik, Iceland

Named after the lush salmon river that flows behind the property, this four-star,
ranch-style resort offers 52 luxuriously appointed guest rooms, including seven
luxury suites inspired by the seven continents. The celebrated fine-dining restaurant
serves modern Icelandic cuisine overlooking the spectacular Eyjafjallajokull
glacier-volcano. Guests can also enjoy glacier hiking, horseback riding and soaking
in the outdoor hot tubs, perhaps even under the shimmering northern lights.

A Reykjavik landmark since its opening in 1930, Hotel Borg is set in the historic
city center. Known for its signature Art Deco style, Hotel Borg combines history
with modern luxury evident in even the smallest of details. Rooms range from
standard to deluxe, suites and a panoramic tower suite. Added amenities include
a spa, fitness center, restaurant, bar and meeting rooms. Historic, yet modern,
Hotel Borg offers guests an inspired setting from which to explore downtown.

THE RETREAT AT BLUE LAGOON ICELAND

LANDHOTEL

Grindavik, Iceland

South Shore, Iceland

Chosen by Time magazine as one of the “World’s 100 Greatest Places,” the Retreat
opens the door to luxurious new dimensions of well-being. With 62 suites encircled
by mineral-rich waters, a subterranean spa carved into volcanic earth, a restaurant
that reinvents Iceland’s culinary traditions, and an otherworldly landscape teeming
with geothermal phenomena, this sanctuary of serenity is a place where guests can
unwind the clock of modern life and harmonize with nature.

Immersed in true Icelandic nature and boasting a strategic location, this four-star
property provides guests with easy access to the most popular places of interest
in the southern part of the country, including Reykjavik, Hella, Gullfoss, Vik,
Myrdal, Skaftafell, Blue Lagoon, the Westman Islands and Hekla — a famous,
active volcano. Leisure activities range from glacier trips and horseback riding
to river rafting, hiking, diving and golf.
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AMERIKALINJEN
Oslo, Norway

Located right in the city center of Oslo, Amerikalinjen is a vibrant boutique hotel named after the 19th-century cruise ship line of the same name. The elegantly
decorated guest rooms in the hotel are all fitted with a Nespresso® coffee machine and a minibar. Some rooms feature a balcony, and the private bathroom is equipped
with a walk-in shower, complimentary toiletries and stylish mosaic tiles. Guests can enjoy a work desk and a flat-screen TV. All rooms are furnished with Norwegian
designer lamps and unique objects from the history of Amerikalinjen. The boutique hotel offers multiple lounge bars and restaurants, including a cocktail bar and an
intimate club inspired by New York’s jazz scene. A Norwegian-American breakfast can be enjoyed at the property’s brasserie. A 24-hour, state-of-the-art fitness center
is offered, where guests can enjoy weight training, cardio and more. The wellness department includes a Finnish sauna.

ARARAT PARK HYATT MOSCOW

HOTEL ASTORIA

Ararat Park Hyatt Moscow is a residential-style hotel designed for the discerning
traveller. It offers a central location adjacent to the Bolshoi Theatre, the Kremlin,
Red Square, and the shopping and dining district. Designed by Tony Chi, the
hotel’s 205 guest rooms include an exclusive, two-level Penthouse Suite and
luxurious Winter Garden Suites with private terraces. Guests can enjoy Armenian
specialties in Café Ararat, or visit the rooftop lounge for stunning city views.

Located at St. Petersburg’s most prestigious address in the heart of the city, Hotel
Astoria, a Rocco Forte Hotel, blends European sophistication with timeless
contemporary style. Just steps away from the Hermitage and Mariinsky Theatre,
the property reveals the best of the dazzling city up close. Relax in the comfort
of your tranquil guest room, enjoy Russian afternoon tea in the sunlit Rotunda
Lounge, and feel history come alive in the most authentic hotel in St. Petersburg.

Moscow, Russia

St. Petersburg, Russia

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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FOUR SEASONS HOTEL LION PALACE ST. PETERSBURG
St. Petersburg, Russia

Fronting St. Isaac’s Square in the heart of St. Petersburg, this iconic grand luxury hotel lies mere steps from the State Hermitage and Palace Square. An architectural
masterpiece by Auguste de Montferrand, Four Seasons Hotel Lion Palace St. Petersburg offers 183 spacious and comfortable guest rooms, including 26 suites. Diners
are spoiled for choice with four incredible restaurants. Percorso with its open-kitchen concept serves fine Italian cuisine accompanied by expertly paired wines from its
private cellars. Sintoho Asian restaurant features a sushi bar and the only teppanyaki table in St. Petersburg. The palace’s glass-roofed Tea Lounge offers an airy all-day
dining option with Russian cuisine, while the intimate Xander Bar boasts a grand fireplace and extensive list of signature cocktails. The hotel’s luxurious, four-story
Luceo Spa has been named “Best Hotel Spa in Russia.” It features Russian steam rooms, six treatment rooms, a skylit relaxation pool and a 24-hour fitness center.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL MOSCOW
Moscow, Russia

Four Seasons Hotel Moscow offers luxury accommodations in the capital’s most historic location. Steps from Red Square, the Kremlin and the Duma, the building faces
the beautiful Manezhnaya Square and Alexandrovsky Garden. With 180 guest rooms and suites, Four Seasons Hotel Moscow features many one-of-a-kind room layouts,
inspired by the unique design of the historic building where it resides. Guests can enjoy delicious international and regional cuisine at five restaurants and lounges,
including signature Italian restaurant Quadrum and the chic Moskovsky Bar, as well as luxurious massage and skincare treatments at the Amnis Spa. Spanning nearly
28,000 square feet, it features 14 treatment rooms, spacious wet areas and relaxation facilities, a sunlit lap pool, a hair salon, a nail bar and a fitness center.
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LOTTE HOTEL ST. PETERSBURG
St. Petersburg, Russia

Situated on St. Isaac’s Square in the heart of the city, LOTTE HOTEL ST. PETERSBURG boasts a remarkable registry, home to the first U.S. ambassador to the Russian
Empire, sixth U.S. president John Quincy Adams, and Russian writer Nikolai Gogol. This new five-star hotel is the first of the LOTTE HOTEL collection ever to be
housed in a historic building. Equipped with cutting-edge technology perfectly suited to a 21st-century lifestyle, LOTTE HOTEL ST. PETERSBURG features 150 elegant
rooms decorated in classic and contemporary styles. Dining options include the Lounge, whose dining area rests below a stained glass cupola radiating with an Asian
water lily design; MEGUmi, the first premium-class Japanese restaurant in St. Petersburg; Siniy Most, serving delicious international favorites; and L Terrasa, a rooftop
bar with spectacular views of St. Isaac’s Square. In the world-famous Mandara Spa, four native Balinese therapists ensure a luxurious and sensational experience.

LOTTE HOTEL MOSCOW
Moscow, Russia

Conveniently located on Novinskiy Boulevard, LOTTE HOTEL MOSCOW puts the heart of Moscow’s historical, shopping and contemporary districts front and center.
This five-star property offers 300 spacious rooms and suites, along with extensive facilities aimed at anticipating guests’ every need. First-class dining options showcase
internationally renowned brand names. Among them are OVO, featuring contemporary Italian cuisine by Carlo Cracco, the world-famous Michelin-starred chef and TV
star from Hell’s Kitchen; and MEGUmi, a Japanese fusion restaurant with an open-kitchen concept. For a bit of relaxation, the Lounge maintains an extensive selection
of premium-class cocktails. Guests can also enjoy a swimming pool, state-of-the-art fitness club, and the world-famous Mandara Spa, blending modern techniques with
Asian traditions. This impressive 10-story property boasts close proximity to sightseeing and entertainment.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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BELMOND GRAND HOTEL EUROPE
St. Petersburg, Russia

Located on Nevsky Prospect, Belmond Grand Hotel Europe is a 19th-century landmark surrounded by some of the nation’s greatest treasures, such as the Russian
Museum and Mikhailovsky Theater. Balancing a historical ambience and modern facilities, Belmond Grand Hotel Europe offers 10 historic suites — including the
Dostoevsky Suite, Romanoff Suite and Pavarotti Suite — as well as spacious, new Avant-Garde Suites devoted to 20th-century Russian artists such as Malevich and
Kandinsky. Guests will also find the city’s only caviar restaurant, known for its extensive selection served with ice-cold vodka. Tchaikovsky nights at L’Europe, Russia’s
most historic restaurant, feature a ballet duo performing scenes from Swan Lake. When it’s time to unwind, the spa is an ideal place for recreation and relaxation.
Additional services include airport and city transfers, butler service and a chocolate factory.
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GOLDEN EAGLE
Russia

Launched by HRH Prince Michael of Kent, GCVO and Dr. Vladimir Yakunin, president of Russian Railways, Golden Eagle is the only fully en suite, private
touring train in Russia and Central Asia. Bringing unprecedented luxury to some of the world’s greatest railway journeys, including the iconic Trans-Siberian Railway,
Golden Eagle offers first-class service, fine dining and elegant surroundings — no matter where you choose to explore. The train features two beautifully appointed
restaurant cars; a Bar Lounge Car; and three categories of en suite cabins, all of which provide state-of-the-art amenities and a 24-hour personal cabin attendant.
The Imperial Suites are the most spacious cabins aboard, and on any train in Russia. Meanwhile, Gold- and Silver-Class cabins cleverly convert from a seating area
by day to a comfortable sleeping car at night. Carriages may also be privatized for the ultimate VIP experience.

GOLDEN EAGLE DANUBE EXPRESS
Central & Eastern Europe

Combining first-class facilities with romantic exploration, Golden Eagle Danube Express showcases the rich culture and cinematic landscapes of some of Europe’s
lesser-explored destinations. Journey among magnificent Budapest, Venice, Istanbul, Vienna and Prague on a series of fully inclusive rail tours. Effectively a grand
hotel on wheels, Golden Eagle Danube Express provides some of the finest rail accommodations in Europe, with 32 en suite cabins benefitting from attentive personal
cabin service. Enjoy a colorful on-train breakfast, along with hand-selected fine wines and a delicious dinner in one of two elegant dining cars. Flavors often take
inspiration from the countries you travel through, and international cuisine is also offered. Settle into the unhurried pace of life on board in the Bar Lounge Car,
the social heart of the train, watching life unfold outside your window as the resident pianist plays soft and relaxing music.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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SOFITEL LEGEND THE GRAND AMSTERDAM

HOTEL DE ROME

Centrally located between two canals, Sofitel Legend the Grand Amsterdam
stands as a symbol of admiralty and was once the site of city hall. Offering
five-star luxury in a unique, historic setting, the legendary property features
177 spacious rooms, of which 52 luxury suites offer butler service. Guests can
enjoy the hotel’s Michelin-starred restaurant, Bridges Dining, as well as historic
meeting facilities, and relaxing SoSPA with its swimming pool and sauna.

Once the headquarters of the Dresdner Bank, Hotel de Rome, a Rocco Forte
Hotel, reveals a fascinating history within its walls. Take a dip in the pool,
explore the grand ballroom, and doze in your relaxing oak-paneled suite —
all of which share a rich banking heritage. This exceptional property offers
outstanding hospitality, first-rate facilities and sublime cuisine. Resting on
Bebelplatz in the heart of Berlin, the hotel puts key attractions within easy reach.

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Berlin, Germany

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL RITZ LISBON
Lisbon, Portugal

Located in the heart of the city within walking distance of the historic Old Town, Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon reflects Portugal’s nobility and charm with its 18thcentury replica furnishings and museum-caliber collection of contemporary Portuguese art. All rooms and suites have private balconies with magnificent views of the
Eduardo VII Park or the city. The Ritz Spa offers relaxing views of the hotel’s garden and features an indoor lap pool and lounge area, multifunctional treatment rooms
with private showers, a relaxation room, sauna, and steam room, as well as a refreshing crushed-ice fountain. The rooftop fitness center offers a unique setting, and
breathtaking views over the city and the Tagus River. The facilities include a full Pilates studio and a 400-meter outdoor running track.
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LES SOURCES DE CAUDALIE

HÔTEL PONT ROYAL

Bordeaux, France

Paris, France

Les Sources de Caudalie is devoted to sharing French lifestyle with its guests while
focusing on quality and local traditions. Nestled among the vineyards of Château
Smith Haut Lafitte in the heart of wine country, this delightful hamlet offers 61
rooms and suites, two restaurants, a wine bar and fine grocery, and a Vinothérapie®
spa. Owners Alice and Jérôme Tourbier maintain a warm, family atmosphere, and the
property, in tune with nature, is a paradigm of taste, authenticity and well-being.

Enjoying a long literary tradition, Hôtel Pont Royal can be found in the midst
of the stylish Saint-Germain-des-Prés quarter. Immerse yourself in Paris as
you stroll through charming side streets, filled with the finest art galleries. This
luxury hotel offers 65 cozy guest rooms and 10 suites featuring spacious high
ceilings with stunning views starting from the fifth floor. Diners can enjoy
French cooking at Michelin-two-starred L’Atelier de Joël Robuchon.

HASSLER ROMA
Rome, Italy

Perched atop the Spanish Steps, Hassler Roma affords incomparable views of magnificent Rome. Roberto Wirth, proprietor and general manager of the hotel, represents
the fifth generation of Swiss hoteliers that traces back to a famous dynasty. Having celebrated its 125th anniversary in 2018, this recently refreshed grand dame exudes
timeless elegance, coupled with contemporary style. Each of the 87 city- and garden-facing rooms, of which 21 are suites, have been individually designed with a
seamless blend of classic detailing and modern flourishes. Offering the ultimate in luxury, the panoramic Penthouse Suite provides spectacular views of the Spanish
Steps, city skyline and Piazza di Spagna. Guests can rejuvenate in the spa, a relaxing oasis equipped with a solarium, sauna and steam room. Restaurants include the
panoramic Michelin-starred Imàgo; Hassler Bistrot, featuring delicious cuisine and live piano music; and the Hassler Bar, reminiscent of a glamorous 1940s setting.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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HOTEL DE RUSSIE
Rome, Italy

Situated between the Spanish Steps and Piazza del Popolo, recently refurbished Hotel de Russie, a Rocco Forte Hotel, melds historic architecture and contemporary
details in its 120 guest rooms and suites. Guests can relax in the verdant Secret Garden, a green oasis in the center of the city. Other amenities include the Giuseppe
Valadier-designed Le Jardin de Russie Restaurant and Stravinskij Bar — one of the city’s best spots for cocktails and a classic Italian aperitivo.

BAGLIONI HOTEL REGINA

HOTEL DE LA VILLE

Housed in a magnificent Liberty-style building, Baglioni Hotel Regina lies
within walking distance of the Spanish Steps, Trevi Fountain and stylish Via dei
Condotti. The hotel offers a superb collection of guest rooms and suites featuring
Art Deco and classic decor, along with a Roman Penthouse boasting 360-degree
panoramic views stretching from the Sistine Chapel to the Colosseum and
beyond. Guests can also enjoy an authentic Mediterranean restaurant, Brunello.

Hotel de la Ville, a Rocco Forte Hotel, is a historic 18th-century palazzo located atop
the Spanish Steps with sweeping views of the Eternal City. The hotel’s 104 rooms and
suites are among the most elegant and spacious in Rome. The property is home to six
innovative food and beverage outlets with diverse menus, including Cielo Bar, which
boasts memorable views of the Roman skyline from a rooftop terrace. The 6,000-foot
Rocco Forte Spa is an all-encompassing retreat for physical and spiritual wellness.

Rome, Italy
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VILLA AGRIPPINA, A GRAN MELIÁ HOTEL, ROME
Rome, Italy

Wishing to soak in a peaceful oasis sheltered from the chaos, right in the heart of the Eternal City within the historic Villa Agrippina? Dive into the intimate
atmosphere of this unique luxury urban resort, the closest luxury hotel to St. Peter’s Cathedral, and close to Piazza Navona, Trastevere and the Pantheon. Soak up
almost 97,000 square feet of private manicured gardens, equipped with an outdoor swimming pool. Culinary experiences abound, from the gastronomic Ossimoro
restaurant to the more casual Amaro or Gala to a poolside bar amid fresh orange trees. Relax at My Blend Spa by Clarins, where exclusive treatments offer an
unforgettable beauty and wellness experience.

THE FIRST ROMA ARTE
Rome, Italy

Set in the heart of Rome, the First Roma Arte is a five-minute walk from the iconic
Spanish Steps. This elegant boutique hotel rests within a former 19th-century
nobleman’s palace, and features six rooms and 23 suites. The property also boasts
an exclusive private art gallery, consisting of more than 200 original contemporary
artworks. Irresistible seafood creations at Michelin-starred Acquolina and stunning
views from the Acquaroof terrace complete this authentic Italian experience.

THE FIRST ROMA DOLCE
Rome, Italy

The First Roma Dolce perfectly blends the elegant design of a 19th-century
private home with the charm of Via del Corso, one of Rome’s most important
shopping streets. A blend of boutique residential atmosphere with bespoke fivestar service sets the stage for the perfect stay. Twenty-three rooms and suites offer
contemporary design, along with state-of-the-art amenities. Guests may enjoy
homemade pastries and full English afternoon tea with an Italian twist.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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HOTEL SAVOY
Florence, Italy

Located in the center of Florence on the Piazza della Repubblica, Hotel Savoy, a Rocco Forte Hotel, is ideally situated for exploring this iconic city. Handpicked decor
from designer Olga Polizzi lends a contemporary, comfortable style that reflects the refined elegance of Rocco Forte Hotels. The property’s Irene Bistro serves traditional
and innovative Tuscan cuisine accompanied by fine regional wines, with open-air dining on the Piazza della Repubblica available during the summer months.

HOTEL BRUNELLESCHI
Florence, Italy

Hotel Brunelleschi is conveniently located in the heart of Florence’s historic center, just steps from the Duomo, the Uffizi Gallery and famed shopping street Via dei
Calzaiuoli. Housed in the iconic Byzantine Pagliazza Tower and former medieval Church of San Michele, the hotel occupies 96 elegant rooms and suites, which have been
fully refurbished and feature sophisticated, contemporary interiors; some afford breathtaking views of the Duomo and other stunning landmarks. Interconnecting rooms
for families are also available and guaranteed at time of booking. Hotel Brunelleschi has become a famed foodies’ destination, where choosing between its two restaurants
will prove challenging. Savor delicious Tuscan fare in a seasonal outdoor setting at Osteria della Pagliazza, or exclusive fine dining at romantic Santa Elisabetta, listed in the
2019 Michelin Guide. In addition, take a peek at the on-site private museum, which showcases Renaissance ceramic fragments and the ruins of a Roman caldarium.
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RELAIS SANTA CROCE
Florence, Italy

Situated in an 18th-century palazzo in Florence’s historic center, the exclusive
Relais Santa Croce is the city’s only Relais & Châteaux property. Perfect for those
seeking the intimacy of a private residence, the hotel’s 24 guest rooms and suites
overlook the rooftops of Florence, the Duomo and Santa Croce Basilica, and the
Santa Croce Royal Suite boasts a Jacuzzi and Turkish bath. The striking palace
interior features original stuccos, frescos and a magnificent vaulted music hall.

THE ST. REGIS FLORENCE
Florence, Italy

Overlooking the Arno, steps away from the city’s iconic landmarks, the St. Regis
Florence occupies a former Renaissance palace designed by Brunelleschi. The hotel
offers 80 spacious guest rooms and 19 distinctive suites featuring hand-painted
frescos and elegant, period-inspired furnishings. Other highlights include the
Michelin-starred cuisine of Winter Garden by Caino, the executive treatments of
the Iridium Suites Spa My Blend by Clarins, and attentive St. Regis Butler Service.

COMO CASTELLO DEL NERO

ROSEWOOD CASTIGLION DEL BOSCO

COMO Castello del Nero dates from the 12th century, offering 50 bedrooms
and suites combining classic Tuscan architecture with modern design. Take a
complimentary shuttle to Florence and Siena, only a 30-minute ride. Dining
options include Michelin-starred La Torre; La Taverna, a rustic gem serving
signature Tuscan dishes; and the outdoor Pavilion. COMO Shambhala Retreat
features a gym and thermal suite. Tennis courts and hiking paths are also available.

Set on a 5,000-acre estate founded by Massimo and Chiara Ferragamo, Rosewood
Castiglion del Bosco is a jewel in the Brunello di Montalcino wine region. Along
with its 23 elegant suites and 11 exclusive villas, the property features a winery, two
restaurants, two bars, a spa, a kids club, an organic kitchen garden and a cooking
school. The 18-hole golf course is Italy’s only private golf club set within a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. On-site villas can be booked all year round.

Tuscany, Italy

Tuscany, Italy

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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GRAND HOTEL TREMEZZO
Lake Como, Italy

Facing the iconic village of Bellagio, Grand Hotel Tremezzo is an authentic Art Nouveau palace complete with the luxuries of a five-star resort. Amenities include
three pools — one floating on the lake — a sandy beach, a panoramic spa offering the exquisite Santa Maria Novella treatments, a lush five-acre park and five
exceptional dining venues overseen by the Maestro of Italian cuisine, Gualtiero Marchesi. For the utmost in luxury, book the aristocratic six-suite lakeside
residence, Villa Sola Cabiati.

BAGLIONI HOTEL CARLTON

HOTEL VIU MILAN

Set at a crossroads of culture, fashion and design, Baglioni Hotel Carlton is just a
stone’s throw away from prestigious boutiques, the Duomo and Teatro alla Scala.
With its amazing terraces and the pedestrian entrance from Via della Spiga,
the hotel overlooks the most beautiful part of the city center. Guest rooms and
suites are personalized with Italian furnishings, blending classic, Art Deco and
contemporary styles. Italian cooking can be enjoyed al fresco at Caffè Baglioni.

A vertical garden frames the new Hotel VIU Milan, located a few steps away
from Corso Como, Gae Aulenti square and the Brera district. The property offers
a choice of 124 rooms, divided into 10 categories to meet the needs of all guests.
The crowning glory of Hotel VIU Milan, VIU Terrace is the only hotel rooftop in
Milan with an outdoor swimming pool that features stunning 360-degree views
of the city skyline, which can be enjoyed from breakfast until aperitif time.

Milan, Italy
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BAGLIONI HOTEL LUNA

SAN CLEMENTE PALACE KEMPINSKI VENICE

Housed in a magnificent 12th-century building just a stone’s throw from St. Mark’s
Square, Baglioni Hotel Luna is Venice’s oldest hotel. Spacious, tastefully furnished
rooms and suites, some with large private terraces, afford breathtaking views of the
lagoon. The Canova Restaurant serves excellent Venetian and Italian cuisine, while
the 18th-century frescoed Marco Polo Ballroom offers a unique morning breakfast.
Guests also enjoy exclusive access to a private gondola and water-taxi landing.

San Clemente Palace Kempinski Venice is nestled in a century-old park on the
private island of San Clemente, in the heart of the Venetian Lagoon, and only a
10-minute boat ride from St. Mark’s Square. Enriched by the culture and heritage
of its 14th-century church, this five-star luxury hotel features 190 rooms and suites
with breathtaking views over the lagoon, romantic inner courtyards, and gardens.
Three wonderful restaurants and bars ensure a truly unique gourmet experience.

VERDURA RESORT

MASSERIA TORRE MAIZZA

Venice, Italy

Sicily, Italy

Verdura Resort, a Rocco Forte Hotel, is set on 568 acres of idyllic countryside,
with its own vegetable garden, orange and olive groves, and over a mile of
private Sicilian coastline. Guest rooms are woven subtly into the landscape,
with uninterrupted views of the sea from private balconies or terraces. There
are three Kyle Phillips golf courses, a 196-foot infinity pool, six clay tennis
courts, a world-class spa, four restaurants and five bars.

Venice, Italy

Puglia, Italy

Masseria Torre Maizza, a Rocco Forte Hotel, is a renovated 16th-century
farmhouse, located in picturesque Puglia. Lavishly draped in ivy and
surrounded by centuries-old olive trees, the resort offers 40 guest rooms and
suites with stunning views of the Apulian countryside, most featuring private
terraces. Local cuisine lies at the heart of the resort, and Carosello, the hotel’s
restaurant, creates authentic Italian dishes from Apulian ingredients.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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BORGO SANTANDREA
Amalfi, Italy

Borgo Santandrea is the new opening in 2020 on the glamorous, one-of-a-kind Amalfi Coast, representing a seductive blend of Italian style, local charm and
natural beauty, where midcentury design meets Mediterranean style. The 46 rooms and suites, located between 260 and 165 feet above sea level with beautiful and
uninterrupted views, are decorated with a collection of local handmade tiles and iconic and bespoke furniture, framing the stunning blue of the sea, which can be
enjoyed at every turn. Discover Italian cuisine at three restaurants, offering regional and Mediterranean flavors with a modern twist, while admiring breathtaking
scenery. Swim in the panoramic pool surrounded by terraced gardens, an intimate escape conceived in harmony with the spectacular coastal landscapes of the
region and one providing a link between the hotel and the magnificent private beach 282 feet below.

PALAZZO AVINO
Ravello, Italy

Perched high on the cliffs above the Mediterranean in the medieval village of Ravello, Palazzo Avino overlooks some of the coast’s most picturesque fishing villages.
This stunning five-star deluxe hotel features 33 guest rooms and 10 suites, each decorated with handmade Vietri tiles and antique furniture. Once a 12th-century
private villa for an Italian noble family, Palazzo Avino has been acclaimed as one of the world’s finest hotels, and among its highlights are Rossellinis, a fantastic
one-starred Michelin restaurant, and an intimate wine cave at the Sommelier’s Table — both offering a beautiful candelit dinner. Guests can also enjoy fresh seafood
at the Lobster & Martini Bar, where local crustaceans are paired with a refreshing selection of 100 martinis crafted by our expert in-house mixologist. The Clubhouse
by the Sea is exclusively reserved for guests, while the spa and beauty center provide restorative treatments and relaxing panoramic views over the glistening blue sea.
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AMAN SVETI STEFAN

HOTEL PARK

Pink-sand beaches, crystal-clear waters and rugged, pine-cloaked mountains
form the untamed backdrop to Aman Sveti Stefan in one of Europe’s last
corners of truly wild beauty — Montenegro. Stretching across a causeway from
a rustic island village to a former royal residence on the mainland, the 80-acre
estate divulges charm and sophistication at every turn. Discover secret coves, a
serene Aman Spa and a spectacular clifftop pool at this intimate private haven.

Hotel Park is the oldest and most popular hotel in Split. Since 1921, the
property has been and still remains the most prestigious venue for all events.
Known for its beautiful terrace, it’s the longtime leader in the tourism industry.
Completely renovated in 2015, the hotel features 72 guest rooms, along with
a spa, pool, garage and conference halls. With a new look, this sophisticated
property stays true to tradition and impresses with modern flair.

Sveti Stefan, Montenegro

Split, Croatia

HOTEL BELLEVUE DUBROVNIK
Dubrovnik, Croatia

Carved into a cliffside nearly one hundred feet above Miramare Bay, Hotel Bellevue Dubrovnik can be found near Dubrovnik’s magnificent sixth-century Old
Town. Completely refurbished in the spring of 2019, this five-star boutique hotel stands as an icon for private boutique luxury and design radiating a fresh new
vibe. Armed with f loor-to-ceiling windows, Hotel Bellevue Dubrovnik boasts commanding views of the Adriatic. Guests will discover an attractive lobby, an
elegant restaurant recommended by the Michelin Guide, and the cozy Spice Lounge equipped with a terrace. Offering 91 nautically inspired guest rooms and suites,
the beautiful seaside retreat provides an all-encompassing experience. Enjoy a wonderful pebble beach, fabulous dining in a romantic setting, and an invigorating
spa. Stylish rooms, panoramic views and sublime service make it an ideal choice for individuals who appreciate luxury, tranquility and attention to detail.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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HOTEL EXCELSIOR DUBROVNIK
Dubrovnik, Croatia

A historic five-star hotel, Hotel Excelsior Dubrovnik lies just steps from the Adriatic and historic Old Town. Melding a rich history and stunning views, the iconic hotel
has been welcoming royalty and celebrities since 1913. Open all year round, Excelsior’s 158 lavish rooms and suites with neutral gray tones and sleek decor provide
guests with modern amenities in a luxurious setting. Effortlessly blending the old with the new, the unobtrusively elegant ambience is complemented by meticulously
curated details. At every turn, stunning views of Dubrovnik’s sun-bathed Old Town and the serene Adriatic await. What remains unchanged is the magnificence of the
setting: impeccable service; a stone-paved beach; and three restaurants, all offering cinematic views of the Adriatic. Guests also enjoy an indoor swimming pool as well
as a glamorous spa and fitness center, on hand with an eclectic range of treatments and pampering massages.

VILLA ORSULA
Dubrovnik, Croatia

Part of the Adriatic Luxury Hotels portfolio, Villa Orsula is set amid picturesque, cascading gardens and breathtaking views of the Adriatic Sea, Lokrum Island
and Dubrovnik Old Town. The peaceful, Mediterranean-style boutique property offers 13 guest rooms housed in a beautiful 1930s villa, each one adorned with
modern furnishings and original artwork by Roberto Matta and Victor Vasarely. Discreet, warm and personalized service sets the tone, while vine-draped Victoria
restaurant promises a unique dining experience, where a combination of Mediterranean and international flavors come together. Reserve a table on the terrace and
enjoy spectacular city views. While away pleasant hours sitting amid wild orange trees and fragrant lavender in the gardens, borrow a book from the library, keep
cool beneath the arches of the bar, or follow the winding path down to the hotel’s beachfront when time allows.
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HOTEL GRANDE BRETAGNE

MYSTIQUE HOTEL SANTORINI

In the heart of Athens and within easy reach of the city center’s exclusive
shopping areas and museums, Hotel Grande Bretagne enjoys an ideal
location. Approximately 16 miles from Athens International Airport, this
historic landmark has received repeated awards from prominent international
communities. The hotel imparts a meticulous attention to detail and features 320
guest rooms and suites, along with butler service and state-of-the-art facilities.

Carved into the rugged caldera cliffs of Oia, Mystique, a Luxury Collection
Hotel, lies secluded on the island of Santorini. Each of the 41 suites and villas
boast panoramic views of the volcano and the turquoise expanse of the Aegean
Sea. Walkways reveal two swimming pools — one of which is an infinity pool —
the Asian Spa and a fitness center overlooking the sea. Dining ranges from Greek
inspirations to Japanese-inspired dishes with Mediterranean flair.

VEDEMA RESORT

ISTORIA

Athens, Greece

Santorini, Greece

Santorini, Greece

Santorini, Greece

Tucked away within the medieval village of Megalohori, Vedema, a Luxury
Collection Resort, offers 46 spacious suites and villas, each with its own terrace and
many with a Jacuzzi or private pool. Built on the site of a 400-year-old winery, the
structure now houses the resort’s signature restaurant, Alati. Just a three-minute
drive from Vedema, the majestic five-bedroom Nafsika Estate overlooks Santorini’s
grand volcano, while boasting its own large pool and private helipad.

Istoria, a member of Design Hotels, is a 12-suite retreat on Perivolos Beach, located
right on the seafront of the renowned volcanic black-sand beach on the pristine
eastern side of Santorini that is still left undisturbed by the visiting crowds. A
large pool made with impressive green-gray artisan tile work, is ensconced within
protective walls beside the Asian Spa, while the hotel’s restaurant, Mr. E, led by
celebrated Chef Alexandros Tsiotinis, is home to Greek gastronomy reimagined.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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KATIKIES SANTORINI
Santorini, Greece

Inspiring deep emotions of enchantment and fascination, Katikies Santorini is renowned for its unparalleled services, warm atmosphere and sense of romance
uniquely combined in an exceptional setting and natural environment, inviting its guests to experience moments of pure luxury in beautiful Oia, Santorini.
The awe-inspiring view of the caldera and the azure sea from all luxury suites, the sublime Santorini sunsets and perfectly manicured pink bougainvilleas provide
the magnificent backdrop for this perennially gleaming, glistening white luxury hotel that spills down the cliffs of the magical caldera. Rightfully regarded as one
of the best hotels in Oia, this luxury hotel impresses with bespoke services and high-end accommodation options.

KATIKIES MYKONOS
Mykonos, Greece

Nuzzled in a gorgeous setting above the sun-kissed beach of Agios Ioannis in Mykonos, Katikies Mykonos, member of Katikies Resorts & Club and the Leading Hotels
of the World, captures the essence of chic seaside living only a breath away from the shimmering sea. Built amphitheatrically with direct sea views, this exceptional
boutique hotel evokes the island’s Cycladic spirit and cosmopolitan charm in its elegant environs while ensuring a holiday beyond comparison. Surrender to the
temptations of refinement at one of the most enchanting Mykonos luxury hotels, and take in the splendid panoramic vistas of the emerald Aegean. At this beautiful
sanctuary, discover your peace and quiet in a top five-star hotel in Mykonos, and unwind in a haven of bliss and tranquility.
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SANTA MARINA MYKONOS
Mykonos, Greece

Experience the magic of Santa Marina, a Luxury Collection Resort. Choose
from 101 guest rooms and suites, along with 13 villas each featuring two to
seven bedrooms. Beach-inspired chic interiors offer modern, natural luxury,
opening to balconies with hypnotic views of the Aegean Sea. With the
island’s only private sandy beach and the world’s first Buddha-Bar Beach, this
spellbinding resort invites you to savor the glamorous lifestyle of Mykonos.

SANTA MARINA ARACHOVA
Viotia, Greece

Santa Marina Arachova is the ultimate destination for those who love
mountains, snow and skiing, or who wish to experience Arachova’s magical
summer moments. This enchanting luxury hotel offers 41 cozy guest rooms and
two superior suites, all of which feature private, spacious balconies overlooking
the mountains and surrounding area. Guests can also enjoy a library; lobby
lounge with bar and fireplace; gym and sauna; and complimentary breakfast.

GRACE MYKONOS

MANDARIN ORIENTAL, BODRUM

This exclusive, 32-guest-room boutique hotel, member of Aria Hotels Collection,
welcomes guests with effortless charm. The hotel melds traditional Mykonian
architecture with contemporary materials and design, resulting in a relaxed
atmosphere — one furthered by attentive, discreet service. The poolside Grace
restaurant offers delicious Mediterranean cuisine. Guests can also indulge in
relaxing spa treatments, from a soothing massage to an invigorating body scrub.

Nestled amid ancient olive groves, pine trees and sandy beaches in Paradise Bay,
Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum overlooks the calm, crystal waters of the Aegean
Sea. This stunning 148-acre resort features 59 guest rooms, 29 suites, 36 lifestyle
apartments and 13 villas in elegant, contemporary style, created by international
designer Antonio Citterio. Savor imaginative cuisine prepared by an Italian chef,
or relax at the spa’s luxurious treatment rooms or two outdoor cabanas.

Mykonos, Greece

Bodrum, Turkey
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ÇIRAGAN PALACE KEMPINSKI ISTANBUL
Istanbul, Turkey

Çırağan Palace Kempinski Istanbul melds renowned Turkish hospitality, luxury and exclusive personalized service in an enchanting, mystical city where East meets
West. With its splendid style, superb location, captivating views and spacious green gardens with palm trees, the hotel offers a resort ambience in the heart of the
city — one reflective of the luxury and glamour of a genuine Ottoman imperial palace. This five-star luxury hotel, with 313 rooms — including 20 suites in the hotel
section and 11 suites in the historic palace section — affords a harmonious blend of history and modern convenience. The hotel’s restaurants and bars, all with terraces
overlooking the Bosphorus, offer a blissful culinary experience, from the best of Ottoman cuisine to international classics. Other amenities include a luxury spa with a
Turkish bath and heated outdoor infinity pool.

SHANGRI-LA BOSPHORUS, ISTANBUL
Istanbul, Turkey

Drawing inspiration from Asian hospitality and the Bosphorus’s beauty, Shangri-La Bosphorus, Istanbul reflects Turkish heritage with a landmark building, an old
tobacco warehouse dating from the 1920s. The hotel offers 163 luxurious guest rooms, along with 23 suites boasting magnificent views of the Bosphorus. From a superb
location, guests are free to explore Istanbul’s fascinating highlights. Diners can savor the finest Cantonese cuisine in a refined and contemporary atmosphere at Shang
Palace; or Turkish, Mediterranean and Asian delicacies — crafted with local ingredients using a farm-to-table concept — at IST TOO. The hotel also features Europe’s
first CHI, the Spa at Shangri-La. Inspired by traditional Asian healing philosophies, treatments are based upon the principles of restoring balance and harmony to
mind and body.
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HILLSIDE BEACH CLUB
Fethiye, Turkey

This unique Mediterranean coastal resort is set on a private bay amid pine trees. Hillside Beach Club offers a peaceful atmosphere and crystal clear, blue waters,
combined with warmth, enthusiasm and hospitality. Guests can experience a variety of superior rituals by seasoned therapists in the relaxed settings of Sanda Nature
Spa and Sanda Spa, and enjoy the resort’s stylish ambience with amazing entertainment. Sports enthusiasts can enjoy tennis, aerobics, stretching, basketball, beach
volleyball and archery. Water sports include wakeboarding and scuba diving. The adult-only Silent Beach welcomes guests who prefer tranquility away from the heart
of the club, while Kidside makes for an unforgettable holiday experience for both children and parents.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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Egypt, Morocco & Beyond
Travel in the footsteps of pharaohs and
sultans while luxuriating in memorable
accommodations, be it Moorish riads or
luxury hotels with pyramid views.
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FOUR SEASONS HOTEL CAIRO AT NILE PLAZA
Cairo, Egypt

In the heart of Cairo on the banks of the legendary Nile, Four Seasons opens the door to discovering Egypt’s 5,000-year-old mysteries. Beyond offering panoramic
views of the river, the citadel, Cairo Tower and Cairo Opera House, there are nine stellar dining venues to choose from, extensive health club and spa facilities, and
both indoor and outdoor swimming pools — this property provides every amenity imaginable. All 365 rooms and suites are generously sized with bright interiors;
natural wood details; and chic, comfortable furnishings. Signature space, comforts and conveniences grace every guest room, from up-to-the-minute technology
for communications to gracious marble bathrooms with deep-soaking tubs. Well-defined work areas with high-speed Internet and wireless access allow you to stay
connected. The Beauty and Wellness Spa is the perfect place to relax, offering a comprehensive range of massage services and all-natural spa treatments.
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FOUR SEASONS HOTEL CAIRO AT THE FIRST RESIDENCE
Cairo, Egypt

Perched along the west bank of the Nile, this elegant, luxurious residential property boasts grand views of the Nile River, Cairo’s Zoological Gardens and the pyramids
of Giza. It is located in the prestigious First Place complex, home to a world-class casino and upscale boutiques at the First Mall. The hotel boasts some of the largest
rooms and suites in the city, each one beautifully decorated with luxurious French Empire furnishings. The spa and wellness center, an oasis in the bustling city, is
the first of its kind in Cairo, featuring a hammam (Turkish bath), a range of invigorating massages, and rejuvenating facial and body treatments. Amid a breathtaking
sanctuary, the outdoor pool features a stylish bar area and private cabanas ideal for intimate dining or entertainment. A myriad of culinary experiences awaits, brought
to you by master-of-craft chefs — as does personalized, intuitive Four Seasons service and hospitality.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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THE NILE RITZ-CARLTON, CAIRO
Cairo, Egypt

The Nile Ritz-Carlton, Cairo is ideally located downtown, between the Nile River and the iconic Tahrir Square. It is the closest neighbor to the Egyptian Museum
and the Arab League. The hotel features panoramic views of the Corniche, and it is a quick stroll from the Qasr El Nil Bridge and the spectacular Cairo Opera House.
This legendary hotel offers 10 globally inspired dining options. The 331 rooms and suites are designed with gracious space and luxurious details. The Ritz-Carlton Spa
provides a sanctuary to indulge your senses. Unwind by the Olympic-size swimming pool, and relax in the absolute privacy of 17 cabanas. Look to plenty of recreation
and leisure amenities to ensure you and your family remain entertained throughout your stay.
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HILTON CAIRO HELIOPOLIS AND HELIOPOLIS TOWERS HOTEL
Cairo, Egypt

Hilton Cairo Heliopolis is conveniently located just minutes away from Cairo International Airport on the main road leading to central Cairo, affording easy access to
the region’s iconic ancient sites. Savor eclectic cuisine ranging from Lebanese and Thai to French and Mediterranean, and rejuvenate after a hot day in the sun with a
relaxing massage in a private spa. One of Cairo’s landmark hotels, it features two outdoor pools, outdoor tennis and squash courts, and poolside cabanas. Paired with
Hilton Cairo Heliopolis’s 589 rooms and suites, Heliopolis Towers Hotel’s 246 rooms and suites set the gold standard for luxury accommodations, offering innovative
amenities and the highest standards of service. Guests can choose from 18 authentic dining and entertainment venues serving a wide array of international delights,
while three magnificent ballrooms offer ample space for events. Rich in Egyptian heritage, Heliopolis Towers Hotel enjoys close proximity to popular attractions.

MARRIOTT MENA HOUSE HOTEL
Cairo, Egypt

Set among 40 acres of verdant gardens, this stunning hotel’s 331 plush rooms and suites offer spectacular views of the mighty pyramids of Giza and the surrounding
lush greenery. Leisure facilities include an outdoor heated pool, health club and spa. Guests can savor refreshing al fresco dining while soaking in breathtaking views
of the pyramids at 139 Pavilion, the hotel’s all-day dining venue; indulge in an authentic Italian lunch at Alfredo; or relax with freshly brewed coffee or herbal infusions
at the Sultan Lounge. The hotel also features over 15,000 square feet of elegantly appointed indoor meeting spaces and over 93,000 square feet of sprawling outdoor
venues, ideal for gala receptions, elaborate weddings and intimate gatherings. With its mesmerizing location, signature services and bespoke experiences, a stay at
the hotel promises to be a journey that will inspire new insights and make travel more enriching.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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‘SANCTUARY SUN BOAT IV’
Nile River, Egypt

Furnished in contemporary chic style with an Art Deco influence, ‘Sanctuary Sun Boat IV’ combines cutting-edge technology, sophisticated public areas and luxurious teak
flooring for an elegant finish. The vessel encompasses 34 deluxe cabins and four suites, each with air conditioning, en suite bathrooms and floor-to-ceiling windows. Sailing
between Luxor and Aswan on a four-night itinerary provides fascinating insight into Egypt’s rich culture, led by expert Egyptologists.
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‘SANCTUARY ZEIN NILE CHATEAU’
Nile River, Egypt

An oasis of calm, ‘Sanctuary Zein Nile Chateau’ is reminiscent of the glamour of old-world sailing. With only four cabins and two suites, this stunning dahabeah (traditional
sailing boat) can accommodate up to 12 guests in a more intimate setting. Guests may tailor sightseeing, choosing from an “à la carte menu” on an itinerary led by our
renowned Egyptologists. This is what sailing on the Nile was meant to be.

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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’SANCTUARY NILE ADVENTURER’
Nile River, Egypt

‘Sanctuary Nile Adventurer’ is widely regarded as one of the best boutique ships on the epic Nile and named as one of National Geographic’s “Journeys of a Lifetime.” With
just 32 cabins, the ship has been decorated in a modern, comfortable style and provided a taste of genuine five-star luxury on a timeless river. ‘Sanctuary Nile Adventurer’
offers three- and four-night cruises between Aswan and Luxor. Seven-night cruises are available by combining any three- and four-night departures.

’SANCTUARY SUN BOAT III’
Nile River, Egypt

Evoking the heyday of Egypt’s past, ‘Sanctuary Sun Boat III’ has been voted among the top 100 most beautiful boats in the world by Condé Nast Traveler readers. Modeled
after the opulent era of the 20s and 30s, this graceful cruiser features exquisite facilities and 18 beautifully designed cabins that include royal and presidential suites. Guests
can dine on gourmet meals in the restaurant, sip refreshing cocktails on the sun deck or enjoy afternoon tea in the stunning lounge.
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THE KING DAVID
Jerusalem, Israel

At this Jerusalem landmark, marvel at the incomparable views of the walls, minarets and domes of the Old City. This remarkable venue is a perennial host to
world leaders and celebrities. A stately building with extensive private gardens, the superbly located hotel is within walking distance of major historic sites and the
capital’s newest commercial centers. Renowned for its elegance and gracious hospitality, the hotel includes spacious public areas, and 233 luxurious guest rooms and
suites. Dining options include the sensational Kings Garden Restaurant, suspended over the beautiful hotel gardens and featuring delicious Mediterranean dishes;
sophisticated La Regence, for creative and refined Middle Eastern flavors; elegant Oriental Bar, serving fine wines and single malt Scotch whiskies; and enchanting
Poolside Snack Bar, nestled in a breathtaking outdoor setting.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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DAN TEL AVIV HOTEL
Tel Aviv, Israel

A shoreline lapped by the Mediterranean and the urban sophistication of Tel Aviv, this hotel is in the middle of everything, yet away from it all. Close to beaches and
shopping, and a stroll away from nightlife and business districts, make it ideal for business or pleasure. Luxuriously fitted guest rooms and suites offer sea and city
views. Special lounges and services cater to the needs of the travelling executive. Enjoy the luxurious accommodations, fine dining, and the sea-view pool and sun deck.
Day or night, take a casual walk along two drastically different promenades — to the north, you are greeted with a tapestry of restaurants, boutiques and art galleries;
and to the south, explore an ancient harbor, and bargain for wares at a colorful flea market. Other amenities include a swimming pool, fitness center, banquet room, spa
treatments, and a rich and delicious Israeli breakfast.

THE AMERICAN COLONY
Jerusalem, Israel

This historic, world-famous five-star hotel — built in 1860 by a local pasha for himself and his four wives — is located in the heart of Jerusalem less than a mile from
the Old City walls and within walking distance from major sites. Distinguished by classic Arabian arches, elaborate furnishings and opulent suites, lush gardens, and
world-class restaurants and bars, the American Colony prides itself on offering guests an enchanting “East-meets-West” experience in a distinctively tranquil and
romantic setting. From the winter and summer pasha wives’ quarters and modern, deluxe penthouse suites to cottage-style, long-stay apartments — no two rooms
are the same among the 92 guest rooms and suites at this boutique hotel. The American Colony, member of the Leading Hotels of the World, has hosted many renowned
guests from all walks of life, from Sir Winston Churchill and Lawrence of Arabia to Giorgio Armani and Richard Gere.
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FOUR SEASONS HOTEL AMMAN
Amman, Jordan

Four Seasons Hotel Amman is a preferred address for business as well as leisure travellers, with the highly personalized service that Four Seasons guests expect.
Nestled in the heart of the Jordanian capital, Four Seasons Hotel Amman boasts an enviable hilltop location with panoramic views of the city and 192 generously
sized guest rooms and suites. A leading light in Amman’s hospitality scene, the hotel offers exceptional dining destinations that include a classic French brasserie,
as well as Jordanian and international cuisines. Other amenities include the city’s most exclusive spa, featuring a fitness center, a heated indoor pool and an outdoor
rooftop pool. Throughout your stay, take advantage of everything Amman has to offer. In a majestic city of contrasts, stop by ultra-modern buildings, upscale
restaurants, art galleries, mosques and souks (Arab markets), along with charming boutiques, coffeehouses and artisan workshops.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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KEMPINSKI HOTEL ISHTAR DEAD SEA
Dead Sea, Jordan

In a region concealed for centuries in the cradle of time at a location where nature and history have so wonderfully conspired, and amongst ancient olive trees mingled
with bamboo palms is the Kempinski Hotel Ishtar Dead Sea. Adorned with three luxurious enclaves set amidst gardens dotted with lagoons, waterfalls and private
pools, the resort provides guests with absolute privacy in a serene and exclusive setting. Designed in affectionate tribute to the near-mythical Hanging Gardens of
Babylon, the resort is built with local stone and boasts 269 luxurious rooms and 76 suites, all with stunning views of the Dead Sea from spacious patios or balconies.
Renowned for their naturally therapeutic healing properties, the mud, ozone, oxygen-rich air and mineral-rich waters make the Dead Sea conducive to creating a
European spa luxury environment and provides a perfect complement to the Ishtar Spa by Resense. The spa provides classical services and luxurious experiences.

KEMPINSKI HOTEL AQABA RED SEA
Aqaba, Jordan

Gracefully situated on the white sandy beaches and azure waters of the Red Sea, the Kempinski Hotel Aqaba offers a transcendent sensory experience. With an array of
culinary options, leisure activities and top-tier pampering — and perfectly at home within its picturesque surroundings — this resort is heaven to explorers and leisure
seekers alike. Set against a stunning backdrop, the hotel combines the warmth of Jordanian hospitality with the highest standards of a luxury European resort. Style
is contemporary chic, and the resort’s fascinating teardrop design guarantees sea views from every room, complemented by luxurious facilities and state-of-the-art
technology. Guests can enjoy diving to explore the largest collection of natural soft corals in the world when delving into the glittery, calm waters. Aqaba is a warm and
inviting city, fringed with palm trees, shopping and a vast array of entertainment facilities. It is the perfect location to explore all the delights that Jordan has to offer.
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MÖVENPICK RESORT & SPA DEAD SEA

MÖVENPICK RESORT PETRA

MÖVENPICK NABATEAN CASTLE HOTEL

Nestled some 1,300 feet below sea level, Mövenpick
Resort & Spa fronts the shores of the historic
Dead Sea. A five-star resort boasting unique and
stunning views, it has been built in the style of a
traditional Arabic village, where local stone and
lush gardens seamlessly reflect a natural wonder.

Located just steps away from the historic site,
Mövenpick Resort Petra’s enviable location makes
it a first choice for travellers who come to marvel
at the UNESCO World Heritage Site. Uniquely
decorated restaurants and bars serve delicious local
and international cuisine.

Explore the magnificent “rose-red city” of Petra
from an elevated fortress-style hotel in the
rolling hills of the Rift Valley. Renovated in
2018, Mövenpick Nabatean Castle Hotel is only
a 10-minute drive from Petra. Relax in one of 90
rooms and suites, each with balconies and terraces.

MÖVENPICK HOTEL AMMAN

MÖVENPICK RESORT & RESIDENCES AQABA

MÖVENPICK RESORT & SPA TALA BAY AQABA

Dead Sea, Jordan

Amman, Jordan

Mövenpick Hotel Amman is located in the beautiful
capital, and close to shopping malls, attractions
and Queen Alia International Airport. Unwind in
the health club, outdoor pool and spa. And enjoy
buffets, cocktails and a sports pub, along with
complimentary Wi-Fi in every room and facility.

Petra, Jordan

Aqaba, Jordan

Mövenpick Resort & Residences Aqaba rests on the
sandy shores of the legendary Red Sea, in the heart
of the Jordanian city of Aqaba. This architectural
delight features a mix of European and Arabesque
designs. The resort combines grandeur, luxury and
welcoming hospitality.

Petra, Jordan

Aqaba, Jordan

Award-winning contemporary Mövenpick Resort
& Spa Tala Bay Aqaba fronts the southern shores
of the Red Sea, featuring a private beach, several
swimming pools, water sports, and spectacular
views of the Red Sea and surrounding mountains. It
is consistently popular for holiday family getaways.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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LA SULTANA MARRAKECH
Marrakech, Morocco

For guests who cannot decide between a riad, a five-star or a boutique hotel, La Sultana Marrakech offers a stylish blend of all three — where the personal service of
a boutique hotel meets top facilities against the backdrop of a truly authentic, riad-style property. Well located in the heart of the historic Medina, this hotel features 28
bedrooms and five riads, along with hanging gardens, fountains, a swimming pool and more than 13,000 square feet of terrace space for taking in the marvelous sights
surrounding you. The spa offers hammams, a beauty center and hair salon, and open-air massage cabins. For lunch, La Table du Souk is the perfect green-tiles-designed
spot to try street food and products from the market. Dining options at La Table de La Sultana combine Moroccan and Mediterranean cuisine in a cozy atmosphere.
A member of Small Luxury Hotels of the World, La Sultana Marrakech is a magical place overlooking the vibrant city, the High Atlas Mountains and beyond.

LA SULTANA OUALIDIA

KASBAH TAMADOT

La Sultana Oualidia is a peaceful luxury resort offering 12 guest rooms and the
intimacy of a smaller hotel, with luxury facilities and unparalleled one-on-one
service. Indoor and outdoor infinity swimming pools, restaurants serving fresh
oysters and lobsters, and an argan-infused spa are standout features at this
boutique retreat. Individuals and families can savor a rich variety of experiences,
including surfing, paddle boarding, fat biking, birdwatching and horse riding.

Sir Richard Branson’s stunning retreat is a magical hideaway, set in the Atlas
Mountains’ foothills and only one hour’s drive from Marrakech. The 28 individually
designed rooms and suites capture the charm of traditional Moroccan design with a
contemporary twist. Ninety-eight percent of the staff are from local Berber villages,
adding to the feeling of staying in a private home. Kasbah Tamadot is perfect for rest
and relaxation, and ideally located for exploration of the mountains by foot or mule.

Oualidia, Morocco
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VILLA DES ORANGERS
Marrakech, Morocco

Immaculately refurbished in traditional Moroccan style with soft color, this delightful riad-style Relais & Châteaux property is just a few minutes’ walk from the hustle of
Djemma-el-Fna Square. Its focal points are a peaceful and picturesque courtyard shaded by orange trees and a large pool nestled amid the beautiful sheltered garden. Also
located in the garden, the Spa Nuxe offers intensive pampering in five treatment rooms and a traditional hammam. Twenty-seven superbly appointed guest rooms open out
to courtyards or individual rooftop terraces with wonderful views over the Koutoubia Mosque and mountains beyond. Villa des Orangers also offers an incredible private
riad with two suites and a solarium on the first floor, a winter lounge on the ground floor and a small private pool in the courtyard. An elegant restaurant serves à la carte
French, Mediterranean and local cuisine. Authentic and luxurious, the superb Villa des Orangers is an oasis of tranquility ideally located to explore Marrakech.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT MARRAKECH
Marrakech, Morocco

Offering a complete resort experience in the heart of the Red City, Four Seasons Resort Marrakech is a lush, 40-acre garden sanctuary located just minutes from the
Djemaa el-Fna open-air market, Majorelle Garden and Bahia Palace. The intimate contemporary luxury resort offers just 139 accommodations — including 27 suites —
each with their own private balcony or terrace. Diners can choose from Italian, Moroccan, Lebanese and Turkish cuisine. Le Spa is a destination unto itself, featuring
steamy hammams, refreshing plunge pools, tranquil relaxation rooms and fragrant private gardens. Two swimming pools — one for families and one exclusively for
adults — create a glamorous desert oasis. Beyond all the activities at the resort, the concierge team can arrange visits to the Medina and nearby attractions. Adhering
to an impeccable standard of service, Four Seasons Resort Marrakech makes the exotic “rose-red city” approachable and accessible for couples and families alike.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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ONE&ONLY THE PALM

ONE&ONLY ROYAL MIRAGE DUBAI

Secluded along a quarter mile of private beachfront on a man-made island,
One&Only the Palm offers 90 guest rooms and suites, and four beachfront villas
overlooking the skyline across the water. Three restaurants — ZEST, STAY, and
101 Dining Lounge and Marina — are overseen by three-starred Michelin chef
Yannick Alléno. Other amenities include the private marina, Guerlain; a spa;
fitness center; salon by Alexandre Zouari; pool; and six poolside cabanas.

One&Only Royal Mirage resides on over a half mile of private coastline and 65
acres of landscaped gardens, with the Palace, Arabian Court, and Residence & Spa.
Amenities include the Health & Beauty Institute, which features a hammam, fitness
center and salon. Guests receive complimentary access to Aquaventure Waterpark
at nearby Atlantis the Palm. Eight restaurants include Mediterranean fare at Olives,
Tagine for Moroccan cuisine, and Beach Bar & Grill for seafood and grilled fare.

Dubai, UAE

Dubai, UAE

MANDARIN ORIENTAL JUMEIRA, DUBAI
Dubai, UAE

Overlooking both the pristine waters of the Arabian Gulf and Dubai’s glittering skyline, Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, Dubai is a stunning beachfront resort offering
unparalleled luxury and an enviable beach setting. Located in one of Dubai’s most prestigious neighborhoods, the resort’s elegant rooms and suites offer an abundance
of space, combining contemporary decor with guest-centric technology and wonderful views. The resort’s restaurants and lounges are equally enticing with six tempting
outlets, including two signature restaurants: Tasca by Portuguese celebrity chef José Avillez, and Netsu, a Warayaki-style Japanese steakhouse by Australian-born chef
Ross Shonhan. With a destination spa spread over 21,000 square feet and featuring nine treatment rooms, a fitness center and the Little Nomads kids’ club, Mandarin
Oriental Jumeira, Dubai is the UAE’s most exciting new resort.
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AL MAHA DESERT RESORT & SPA
Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve, UAE

Al Maha Desert Resort & Spa is a luxurious Bedouin encampment located in the desert, just 45 minutes from Dubai. The conservation-led resort is situated on 87 square
miles of pristine desert landscape. This secluded hideaway offers personal experiences coupled with superb hospitality, privacy and absolute comfort. Al Maha’s luxurious
accommodations include 42 private guest suites in four different categories, with each suite boasting its own pool, private deck and open views of the Arabian Desert. Dining
options include the signature Al Diwaan restaurant, dune dining, deck dining or in-suite dining. The resort features a boardroom that can hold up to 120 guests as well as a
Desert Dining Site for weddings or events up to 300 guests. When booking full board, guests receive two complimentary activities designed to provide the greatest firsthand
experiences, including camel trekking and desert safaris. The Timeless Spa promises a truly rejuvenating and relaxing experience offering single and double treatment rooms.

PALACE DOWNTOWN
Dubai, UAE

Classical themes and Arabian tradition combine to create Palace Downtown.
Nestled within the heart of Downtown Dubai, this enchanting property is
essentially a resort within the city, and bears a confident style all its own. From
contemporary dining to traditional delicacies in an elegant setting, Palace
Downtown promises something truly unique. We welcome you to experience
luxury and Arabic splendor, set amid the world’s most spectacular destination.

ADDRESS DUBAI MARINA
Dubai, UAE

Situated just a short walk away from the white sandy beaches in Jumeirah,
Address Dubai Marina is surrounded by pedestrian-friendly walkways
and overlooks shimmering waterways. The hotel places all major public
transportation within walking distance, and is only 19 miles from major
airports. Entertainment and shopping lingers just outside the hotel lobby,
ranging from boutique shops, big-brand stores and lifestyle options.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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ARMANI HOTEL DUBAI
Dubai, UAE

Occupying the first eight floors and Levels 38 and 39 of the Burj Khalifa, the tallest building in the world, Armani Hotel Dubai is the first hotel designed by Giorgio
Armani and offers visitors an unprecedented choice for luxurious indulgence in elegant settings. The hotel features 160 luxurious guest rooms and suites, seven innovative
restaurants, exclusive retail outlets and the award-winning Armani/SPA. With its own dedicated entrance, it’s within walking distance of the Dubai Mall, the world’s largest
retail destination, set within vibrant Downtown Dubai. Armani Hotel Dubai features seven iconic restaurants offering an exciting collection of international cuisine, from
Japanese and Indian to flavors of the Mediterranean and authentic Italian. The stunning restaurant interiors are complemented by al fresco dining options, where you can
enjoy the world’s tallest performing fountain. The property is the realization of Armani’s dream to bring his personal style to life in the most unique and inclusive way.

ADDRESS DOWNTOWN
Dubai, UAE

An award-winning, iconic flagship hotel of Address Hotels + Resorts and a veritable landmark of luxury situated in the epicenter of Downtown Dubai, Address
Downtown stands tall next to both the Burj Khalifa and the Dubai Mall, and is a haven for connoisseurs of refined luxury and hospitality. Whether your stay
is for business or leisure, Address Downtown presents the future of hospitality, boasting an exceptional selection of innovative restaurants, an invigorating spa,
state-of-the-art Fitness Centre, versatile meeting rooms and world-class amenities ensuring that no matter what accommodations you choose, you leave feeling
refreshed and reconnected.
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PARK HYATT DUBAI
Dubai, UAE

Nestled on the shores of the Creek, between lush gardens and the glistening waters of the marina, Park Hyatt Dubai is set amid beautiful natural surroundings.
The hotel offers 223 luxury guest rooms and suites with stunning views over the Creek and the city skyline. It is home to a vibrant dining scene that features exquisite
culinary concepts, from French and Mediterranean-inspired dishes to Cape Cod’s seaside fares and authentic Thai cuisine. The ultimate escape for a luxurious getaway,
the hotel boasts unique leisure and wellness activities. Guests can relax at the peaceful 25-meter swimming pool surrounded by palm trees, or unwind at the awardwinning Amara Spa. A true oasis of tranquility, the majestic 100-meter infinity lagoon leads into a beautiful private sandy beach overlooking the Dubai Creek and
skyline. Seawings, the aerial sightseeing sensation, along with the 18-hole, par-71 championship golf course, are an ideal complement to this exceptional resort.

TAJ DUBAI
Dubai, UAE

Taking prime position overlooking the prestigious Burj Khalifa and Downtown Precinct, Taj Dubai puts you at the heart of where it happens: a five-minute stroll
from the city’s dynamic Business Centre and a myriad of exclusive shopping experiences at the Dubai Mall. Taj Dubai draws design inspiration from authentic, Indian
heritage, with most rooms and suites featuring views of the Burj Khalifa. Six dining options are available within the hotel: Tesoro, an international eatery; Bombay
Brasserie, an award-winning Indian designer kitchen; the Eloquent Elephant British gastropub; Byzantium Lounge for afternoon tea and cocktails; Miss Tess for Asian
street food accompanied by live entertainment; and Treehouse for stylish sundowners. Other facilities include the Jiva Spa, a fully equipped Fitness Centre, swimming
pool, concierge service, and personalized butler service for the club floor and suites.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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The Americas
From a historic palace-turned-luxuryhotel to a stunning beachfront property
or mountain-view lodge, your home away
from home offers a luxurious launching
point for explorations.
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EXPLORA PATAGONIA

The Americas

800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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LAZY BEAR LODGE

Churchill, Manitoba, Canada
The design and construction of the Lodge came about in the 1980s. Wally Daudrich, owner and founder of Lazy Bear Lodge, was a local polar bear tour guide who
saw the potential of turning two tragic forest fires into a positive experience for visitors to this Arctic wonderland. His plan was to create an eco-friendly lodge that
would reflect the history and beauty of its surroundings — a warm and cozy haven in the wilderness. Come inside and feel the warmth of the massive stone fireplace.
Your stay at Lazy Bear Lodge is as unique an adventure as the expeditions in the Arctic. Comfortable, hand-built log furnishings await you in our dining room at the
end of your day’s adventures for a culinary journey. Our produce is 100-percent organically grown from local Boreal Gardens Research farm. Due to our uniqueness
and eco-friendly nature, National Geographic Traveler magazine chose Lazy Bear Lodge as one of its top hotels.
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FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BUENOS AIRES
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Situated in the heart of the capital’s exclusive La Recoleta district, the fully renovated Four Seasons Hotel Buenos Aires lies within easy reach of shopping and cultural
attractions. Guests can enjoy the amenities of our contemporary high-rise tower or the sophisticated beauty of our legendary early-20th-century French mansion,
both offering unparalleled service. Spacious and elegant, accommodations span a variety of guest rooms and suites, some featuring Old World style decor, scintillating
chandeliers and authentic period furnishings. Elena restaurant serves modern Argentine steak and seafood with an international twist in a beautiful two-story
courtyard, and dishes range from smoked trout to cured duck to grilled, dry-aged rib eyes. For an experience not to be missed, guests can partake in an enriching
massage incorporating red wine-infused products, choreographed to a stylish tango beat.

PALACIO DUHAU – PARK HYATT BUENOS AIRES
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Palacio Duhau – Park Hyatt Buenos Aires bears a strong identity, nurtured by traditions of the present and the European grandeur of the city’s past. Located in
fashionable Recoleta, this five-star hotel features 165 guest rooms and suites. Elegant and unique, the property combines a restored neoclassical palace with the
new Posadas building, a contemporary architectural work designed to marry the building’s original style. The hotel is home to an impressive array of art, along
with an underground gallery showcasing renowned contemporary artists. Faithful to Park Hyatt’s signature style, Palacio Duhau – Park Hyatt Buenos Aires embodies
experiential dining, curated art collections and true serenity. This award-winning hotel features three sophisticated Argentine restaurants, a cozy bar with oak
paneling and a luxurious pastry boutique. Guests discover the sensational “Pearl of South America” through rare, authentic and intimate experiences.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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AUSTRALIS CRUISES

Patagonia, Argentina & Chile
Australis is a small-ship expedition cruise boasting sole commercial access through the heart of Patagonia. Vessels navigate the southernmost end of the earth,
exploring the Strait of Magellan, Beagle Channel and Cape Horn — the last piece of land before Antarctica, passing glaciers and bays that only a few had the privilege
to explore. While aboard our modern ships, custom-made for navigating the winding channels of Tierra del Fuego, guests may enjoy amazing views from intimate
lounges and panoramic windows in every cabin. Savor all-inclusive international and local cuisine, along with Chile’s finest wines and libations; and excursions
revealing Patagonia’s rich history and wildlife. Zodiacs transport guests to shore for easy access to the glaciers, fjords, forests and wildlife of one of the planet’s last
unspoiled frontiers. Australis is also committed to the pure ecosystems it visits, ensuring minimal environmental impact, and endlessly supports sustainability efforts.
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ARAKUR USHUAIA
Ushuaia, Argentina

Located in Tierra del Fuego’s colorful Ushuaia, Arakur Ushuaia boasts magnificent landscapes and a jumping-off point for travellers looking to explore the remote
continent of Antarctica. A member of the Leading Hotels of the World, Arakur Ushuaia features 117 rooms and 10 suites with sophisticated, locally inspired decor,
along with privileged views of the city and the dramatic Beagle Channel. Guests enjoy a beautiful lobby with large plate-glass windows, fireplaces, a 17-meter lap
swimming pool, and an infinity edge pool equipped with hydrojets and underwater music. This authentic Argentine property was designed according to the standards
of sustainable architecture, respecting and deeply caring for the environment by promoting a commitment to using sustainable resources. Arakur Ushuaia is only a
short drive from the city, international airport and Cerro Castor Ski Resort.

ANDBEYOND VIRA VIRA
Pucón, Chile

Spread across a grassy expanse overlooking the crystal waters of the Liucura River and Púcon’s forested peaks, andBeyond Vira Vira was crafted using sustainably
sourced southern beech and South American sequoia. Life here centers around the lodge and features an organic vegetable farm — an integral facet of the hotel
experience used to create award-winning Chilean-inspired menus. andBeyond Vira Vira offers six suites; and 12 villas, each with a cozy fireplace and outdoor soaking
tub overlooking the river. Guests can enjoy myriad exploits, hosted by knowledgeable and engaging guides, including trekking in the national parks, horseback riding
in the cordilleras, mountain biking and a variety of water sports.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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ALTO ATACAMA

San Pedro de Atacama, Chile
Alto Atacama, located in the heart of the Atacama Desert, upgrades you on rest and recreation. Situated in the stunning Catarpe Valley, the lodge embraces an
extraordinary location and features 42 guest rooms, each equipped with a terrace, swimming pools, hot springs, a spa, lounge and bar, and a restaurant. Earth-hued
tiles, Brea lamps and cave paintings create a warm, ancestral atmosphere, blending seamlessly into its adobelike surroundings and appearing as part of the terra
cotta-colored hills that rise behind the hotel. Expansive outdoor spaces, peaceful tranquility and views of sweeping canyons make Alto Atacama a destination unto
itself — unlike any other hotel in the region. Along with A&K, Alto Atacama has developed a unique glamping experience, leading guests beyond the beaten track
to become immersed in authentic local culture and improve their connection to the desert.
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HANGAROA ECO VILLAGE & SPA
Easter Island, Chile

Located in front of the ocean in Easter Island’s only town, Hangaroa Eco Village & Spa is set amid natural beauty. The hotel is a tribute to the culture that was
inspired by Orongo Village, a ceremonial and ancestral town. Every aspect in the construction and design of the hotel is based on the respect for the environment
and sustainability combined with the most comfortable and latest amenities, including swimming pools, a spa, gourmet restaurants, a pool bar and spectacular
panoramic views. Hotel Hangaroa offers 75 ocean-view rooms, each with its own private terrace and rustic-modern furnishings. Natural and noble materials such as
cypress logs, clay and volcanic rock offer guests insight into the Rapa Nui island lifestyle. The restaurants serve international cuisine with locally sourced ingredients.
Located five minutes from Mataveri Airport, Hangaroa Eco Village & Spa is a chic, environmentally conscious and customized option on remote Easter Island.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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THE RITZ-CARLTON, SANTIAGO
Santiago, Chile

Its 205 completely refurbished rooms create different scenarios offering a feeling of harmony and serenity, with pastel colors and elements such as clay comprising different
stages of the room experience. The design will immerse guests in a luxurious interpretation of the country’s rich culture. Indulge yourself with a first-class rooftop Spa and
Fitness Center, while admiring the breathtaking view of the Andes and Santiago. Cozy massage rooms, exercise machines, steam bath, sauna, Jacuzzi and heated swimming
pool will carry you to an earthly paradise set high above the bustle of the capital. Estró restaurant invites you on a journey through Chile and its culture with among the
best service in Santiago. The wide Chilean coast and extensive geography harbors hidden culinary treasures, which Estró brings to its guests — from their place of origin to
the kitchen under the concept of “new Chilean cuisine.” Sustainable ingredients and fresh daily products showcase new flavors and textures, guaranteeing their freshness.
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EXPLORA

Patagonia, Easter Island, Atacama Desert, Bolivia & Peru, South America
Founded in 1993, explora is a company that offers a way of travel founded on the deep exploration of remote destinations, in which each hotel is designed as a base from
where to explore the surroundings, combining guided explorations with the warmth of its facilities. All programs consider the experience from beginning to end. They
include accommodations, transfers, meals and drinks, and the option to choose and perform a full day of exploration or two half-day explorations daily. Currently,
explora is present in seven of South America’s remote destinations: Torres del Paine; Easter Island and Atacama in Chile; Sacred Valley in Peru; Salta and El Chaltén in
Argentina; and Uyuni, Bolivia.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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HOTEL CHARLESTON SANTA TERESA
Cartagena, Colombia

Resting in the walled port city of Cartagena, Hotel Charleston Santa Teresa impresses with its stylish, contemporary interiors and central location, perfect for tourists
looking to explore the wonders of this historic space. The five-star luxury property occupies a 17th-century building that was formerly a convent for nuns. Now a historic
hotel, it retains original features from Cartagena’s colonial and republican eras with its arcades, balconies, halls and courtyards. The hotel’s 87 rooms and suites have
been immaculately restored to preserve this Spanish port’s traditional architectural style. Guests enjoy modern amenities and facilities, including a rooftop pool and
solarium, spa, gym, four meeting rooms, complimentary Wi-Fi, concierge and guest services, 24-hour room service, and three restaurants serving delicious international
and Colombian cuisine.

HOTEL LAS ISLAS
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VILLA MARIA TAYRONA

Barú, Colombia

Tayrona National Park, Colombia

Nestled within the Corales del Rosario and San Bernardo National Park,
Hotel Las Islas is only a 45-minute speedboat ride from the charming city of
Cartagena. A serene sanctuary amid the nature of the Colombian Caribbean,
this dreamy property features 55 bungalows, 33 of which are among the trees.
Island-inspired restaurants and bars serve up fresh seafood and exquisite drinks.
Guests can also enjoy a water-sports center, freshwater pool and relaxing spa.

Villa Maria Tayrona is a real wild jungle location. We have developed the entire
infrastructure for water, electricity, natural gas, sewage and paths. A suspension
bridge connects the Villas to the restaurant and allows guests to avoid a longer
walk on the stone path. Villa Maria Tayrona is our pride, and we put our hearts
into the project. Everything was incredibly complicated to organize, but we now
offer something truly unique to our guests.
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SOFITEL LEGEND SANTA CLARA
Cartagena de Indias, Colombia

Historic landmark property in the heart of the walled city of Cartagena de Indias, Sofitel Legend Santa Clara was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1984. The
hotel is the perfect combination of age-old tradition, local hospitality and French charm. Discover an ideal blend of colonial and republican architecture with modern
comfort, along with a collection of iconic rooms and suites inspired by the best Colombian style. Each accommodation showcases art and local culture using inspiring
techniques, materials and detailing. Enjoy personalized service, gourmet cuisine, a first-class spa, meeting rooms, and cutting-edge technology for conventions and
events. A former convent dating back to 1621, many of the property’s historical elements still remain, including crypts, wells, confessionals, paintings, doors and
hidden windows. Grab a cocktail or snack at El Coro Lounge Bar, famous for its refreshing mojitos and savory tapas, or lounge beneath the Cartagena sun at Pool Bar.

TORTUGA LODGE & GARDENS
Tortuguero, Costa Rica

Tortuga Lodge & Gardens invites guests to enjoy an authentic Costa Rican getaway on the banks of the Tortuguero River. This quiet, laid-back lodge offers a total of 27
rooms, including 12 downstairs terrace rooms, 12 balcony rooms, two downstairs suites and one penthouse — all with river views. This casual riverside hideaway forgoes
televisions and air conditioners for the tranquility and fresh air of the rainforest. The restaurant and bar serve up professionally prepared Costa Rican specialties. Guests
can enjoy motorized boat or kayaking tours into Tortuguero National Park, share an English lesson at the Word’s Adventure program, or experience a rare encounter on
a turtle-nesting tour (July–September).
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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MONTEVERDE LODGE & GARDENS
Monteverde, Costa Rica

Tucked into Costa Rica’s lush rainforest canopy, Monteverde Lodge & Gardens offers a total of 28 rooms, including 12 forest-view downstairs rooms, 12 forest-view
balcony rooms and four garden-view rooms. The relaxed atmosphere of the guest rooms and common areas forgoes televisions and air conditioners in favor of the
fresh air of the rainforest. The restaurant and bar serve up refreshing cocktails and professionally prepared Costa Rican specialties around an open fireplace. Guests
can enjoy a solar-heated pool, the main fern and bromeliad garden, the butterfly and hummingbird garden, hiking and birdwatching with a naturalist guide, horseback
riding, and ziplining. Other experiences cater to the adventurous spirit, ranging from a cloud forest hike, coffee and chocolate tour, and a walk along a network of
bridges strung up in the high treetops.

‘ENDEMIC’ & ‘ELITE’ – GALÁPAGOS LUXURY CRUISES
Galápagos

Setting sail in July of 2018, ‘Endemic’ marks a new generation of luxury catamarans, incorporating the finest sailing characteristics of any luxury yacht in the Galápagos
— spacious, comfortable, smooth and eminently seaworthy. The first small vessel to embrace a panoramic suite design concept, it aptly features eight Panoramic Suites
with private balconies affording breathtaking views of the surrounding volcanic archipelago. Designed by a team of experienced shipwrights with the input of guides,
cruise directors and guests in order to set a new standard for the region’s luxury vessels, ‘Endemic’ offers one of the most spectacular cruise experiences in the Galápagos
Islands. Launched in 2019, ‘Elite’ offers a safe, steady and relaxing cruise, and the perfect escape after a hot day on the islands. Owing to its innovative design, this twinhulled catamaran allows for more space on board, including integrated social areas that blend indoor and outdoor designs and experiences.
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ILLA EXPERIENCE HOTEL
Quito, Ecuador

Illa Experience Hotel is the perfect way to explore Quito and its culture while enjoying the region’s highest standard of service. This renovated family house recently
opened its doors to the most exclusive guests. The rooms, setting and service weave together tradition and comfort for a visit that’s as authentic as it is luxurious.
Three floors, three historic concepts, six luxury rooms and four suites, a selection of deluxe facilities, and a series of carefully created experiences bring the culture
of Quito and Ecuador to life. Illa Experience Hotel focuses on restoring nearly forgotten traditions by involving the local community in immersion experiences for
its guests, revealing the Ecuadorian culture.

‘CAMILA’
Galápagos

Haugan Cruises’ third vessel is ‘Camila.’ This brand-new, 125-foot motorized trimaran is elegant, swift and silent at sea. ‘Camila’ is designed for comfort and stability,
outfitted with eight spacious cabins, each with its own en suite bathroom and private balcony. Armed with three hulls, the vessel boasts sustainability and faster
navigation, whisking you to and from the islands faster. Haugan Cruises selects guides who are knowledgeable about biology and ecology, and going ashore, you
enjoy their exclusive services as you learn more about the dazzling Galápagos. Guests travel in comfort to the different islands, where they encounter blue-footed
boobies, iguanas, giant tortoises, whales and more. Boat features include a leisure deck, sun deck, Jacuzzi, library, outdoor dining and air-conditioned saloon. Also
enjoy complimentary amenities, from wetsuits to snorkel gear to onboard kayaks — along with a refreshing welcome cocktail, sure to be a pleasant treat.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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‘OCEAN SPRAY’
Galápagos

Haugan Cruises has explored the magical, wildlife-rich Galápagos Islands for 14 years. Haugan Cruises’ fleet of adventure cruisers includes three luxury vessels,
the first being ‘Ocean Spray.’ This 113-foot adventure catamaran reveals the archipelago’s wildlife in comfort and style. The catamaran offers nine spacious cabins,
each with its own private balcony and en suite bathroom. Led by a Galápagos National Park-certified guide, itineraries include a visit to the Charles Darwin Research
Station, trekking Santa Fe Island for up-close encounters with land iguanas, snorkeling with sea lions, and panga rides to penguin-laden rocky shores. Onboard
amenities include a Jacuzzi, indoor lounge and dining area, al fresco deck with bar and dining area, and sprawling sun deck with loungers and hot tub. Guests also
enjoy a Champagne reception, along with all-inclusive meals, soft drinks and fruit juices.

’PETREL’
Galápagos

Haugan Cruises’ second vessel is ‘Petrel.’ This 118-foot adventure catamaran showcases the majesty of the archipelago’s exotic wildlife. The catamaran offers nine ample
staterooms and suites, each with an en suite bathroom and private balcony. Onboard amenities include an indoor dining room, al fresco bar, sun deck and Jacuzzi. All
cruises are staffed by a crew of 13, including a Cruise Manager and AAA naturalist guide to guarantee personalized service. Superb itineraries explore North Seymour,
San Cristobal, Santa Cruz and beyond. Hike the Sierra Negra Volcano for stunning views of the Galápagos, snorkel with spectacular marine life at Isabela Island, or
watch playful sea lions and their cubs up close at barren Isla de Lobos. Diners can enjoy Western-style fare, a delicious buffet, vegetarian options and all-day snacks.
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AQUA EXPEDITIONS ‘ARIA AMAZON’
Peruvian Amazon

‘Aria Amazon’ is custom-built to explore the Peruvian Amazon and the famed Pacaya Samiria National Reserve in absolute comfort and luxury — with minimal
impact to the delicate Amazonian environment. On board, 16 spacious suites with floor-to-ceiling windows give guests a full view of the Amazon’s majestic river and
rainforests. The top deck features stylishly appointed amenities and extensive social spaces that include a Jacuzzi, lounge and bar. Guests aboard ‘Aria Amazon’ also
savor the best of Peruvian cuisine with a comprehensive dining menu created by Pedro Miguel Schiaffino, one of Peru’s most accomplished chefs, known for creating
refined cuisine from native Amazonian produce. Excursions are conducted by highly experienced crew and naturalist guides, assuring guests of highly rewarding
wildlife encounters in the Amazon rainforest.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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AQUA EXPEDITIONS ‘AQUA NERA’
Peruvian Amazon

Setting a new standard for luxury river cruising on the Amazon, ‘Aqua Nera’ draws design inspiration from the Peruvian Amazon’s mystical blackwater lagoons
and bears the hallmarks of contemporary style and generous interiors that Aqua Expeditions cruise ships are known for. The vessel’s 20 spacious Design Suites
convey a sense of Amazon tranquility, while the social spaces showcase refined elegance with a touch of drama. ‘Aqua Nera’ takes guests into the depths of the
Peruvian Amazon in comfort of luxury and features an authentic Amazonia-inspired cuisine experience created by renowned chef Pedro Miguel Schiaffino.
Expert naturalist guides conduct small-group excursions that reward guests with up-close wildlife encounters in the world’s most biodiverse rainforest.
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DELFIN AMAZON CRUISES
Peruvian Amazon

The first cruise company to join Relais & Châteaux’s iconic portfolio, Delfin Amazon Cruises reveals the Peruvian Amazon with a river expedition fleet of three
luxuriously appointed boats. ‘Delfin II’ features 14 suites — four exquisite master suites and 10 spacious suites, four of which can be connected to accommodate
families. Guests can also relax in the dining area, bar, lecture room, massage room, exercise room and on the observation deck. While smaller in size, ‘Delfin I’
boasts the most spacious accommodations on the river. Each of its four 680-square-foot suites features a private terrace, and two have their own private plunge pools.
The new ‘Delfin III’ offers a more social experience with 22 suites spanning four categories. There is also a dining room, lecture room, indoor bar, gym, spa and sun
deck with plunge pool. Among the activities guests can enjoy are visits to native villages, kayaking, stand-up paddle boarding and swimming near pink river dolphins.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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BELMOND MIRAFLORES PARK
Lima, Peru

Set in verdant parkland in Miraflores, one of Lima’s most fashionable districts,
Belmond Miraflores Park is an all-suite hotel offering breathtaking views over
the shimmering city or the Pacific Ocean. Our generous accommodations, stateof-the-art facilities, vibrant restaurants and pampering spa make it a true urban
sanctuary, whether you’re visiting for business or pleasure. For an unforgettable
evening, relax in a glass-enclosed pool as you watch the sun melt into the ocean.

BELMOND PALACIO NAZARENAS
Cusco, Peru

Set in a tranquil plaza behind Cusco’s main square, this restored 17th-century
palace and convent is now one of the city’s most exclusive hotels. An irresistible
mix of ancient and modern, it blends Inca walls, a cloistered courtyard, an
ancient fountain with a fabulous spa, the city’s first outdoor pool and a cuttingedge restaurant. It is regularly voted as one of the top hotels in the world.
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BELMOND HOTEL MONASTERIO
Cusco, Peru

Close by Cusco’s lively central square lies Belmond Hotel Monasterio, a
restored 16th-century monastery and important national monument by Peru’s
National Institute of Culture. This delightful retreat, set around a stunning
central courtyard with a 300-year-old cedar tree, is known for its exceptional
architecture and a gilded chapel hung with fine works of art. The hotel also
offers Peruvian fusion cuisine in a captivating atmosphere.

BELMOND HOTEL RIO SAGRADO
Sacred Valley, Peru

In the Sacred Valley of the Incas, among verdant fields and towering mountains,
lies Belmond Hotel Rio Sagrado. Designed in the style of a local village, with
charming villas constructed from natural materials, it offers views of the mighty
Urubamba River from each of the rooms. Located at a lower altitude than Cusco,
it provides the perfect environment in which to relax and acclimatize.
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BELMOND HIRAM BINGHAM
Cusco – Machu Picchu, Peru

Step aboard our luxury train for an unforgettable journey to Machu Picchu.
Named in honor of the explorer who rediscovered the Inca citadel, the train
carries guests in unrivaled splendor between Cusco, the Sacred Valley and
Machu Picchu. Relax in 1920s-style carriages featuring highly polished wood
and brass decor, and enjoy gourmet dining, vibrant entertainment and aweinspiring views.

BELMOND ANDEAN EXPLORER
Cusco – Puno, Arequipa & Peru

Step aboard South America’s first luxury sleeper train for an unparalleled
journey across the Peruvian Andes from Cusco to Puno and Arequipa. On
board, every detail conjures up the landscape through which the train passes,
from subtle takes on Peruvian motifs to hand-loomed textiles. Enjoy enticing
local specialties in our dining cars, delicious cocktails in the lounge car and
indulgent treatments in our spa car.

BELMOND SANCTUARY LODGE
Machu Picchu, Peru

Boasting an exclusive location just steps from the entrance to Machu Picchu,
our uniquely privileged position offers guests unrivaled access to the sacred site.
Our charming mountain retreat, set in orchid gardens, is the perfect place to
unwind right from the first light of dawn through to the magical moonlit night.
It offers Inca-inspired spa treatments, as well as gourmet international cuisine
and authentic local specialties.

BELMOND LAS CASITAS
Colca Canyon, Peru

Surrounded by the peace and serenity of Peru’s Colca Canyon — one of the
deepest canyons in the world — this collection of luxurious casitas offers the
ultimate Andean retreat in the Colca Valley. Absorb spectacular plunging views
from the hotel and a sumptuous spa, or trek through vast, verdant fields. Spend
time in harmony with the wonders of nature and the local communities of this
lush, timeless destination.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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A&K Villas

VILLA CAN CAYA
Majorca, Spain

The Geoffrey Kent Collection

Situated by the sea near two sandy beaches, Villa Can Caya can be found in
the prestigious residential Es Mal Pas area outside Alcúdia. This sophisticated,
10-bedroom villa blends style, art and comfort throughout its open grounds and
spacious interiors. An extensive 20-meter saltwater pool is complemented by a
separate Jacuzzi and spa area. Children’s facilities include a playground, football
pitch, table tennis and video games.

Discover a world of luxury with A&K Villas
In our portfolio of European properties, you’ll only find the best
of the best. We want you to stay in a villa that is so perfectly
placed and exquisitely appointed, you’ll wish you could move
in for good — a true home away from home. A villa holiday
with A&K also promises more than just a luxurious place to
stay. Our clients choose us because of the unrivaled insight and
immersion we offer. In fact, more than 35 percent of our clients
add at least one of our guided experiences to their holiday.
We carefully curate and inspect all the villas in our portfolio,
ensuring that wherever you are in Europe, you’re guaranteed
one of the premier holiday homes in the region.

PALAZZO BOLBE
Lake Como, Italy

To view our entire portfolio of luxury villas, visit akvillas.com.
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Enjoy the best of Lake Como during your stay at Palazzo Bolbe. Hours can be
whiled away on the spacious terrace, with its 180-degree views of the lake. Resting
right on the water’s edge and nestled in 9.8 acres of garden, this grand Italian villa
enjoys its own tennis court and swimming pool. Guests can choose from one of
10 comfortable rooms, which can accommodate up to 20 people, ideal for large
family gatherings.

A&K Villas

VILLA RIVIERA
Côte d’A zur, France

Located in a quiet spot within Saint-Paul de Vence on the French Riviera, this
brand-new property boasts a lavish interior and can accommodate up to 10
guests. Amenities include a spacious living room, dining room, office, fully
equipped gym, pristine gardens, pool and pool house, and a spectacular sun
terrace with comfortable seating and views of the glistening sea.

VILLA STELLA DI PRAIANO
Amalfi Coast, Italy

Villa Stella di Praiano offers a unique way to experience the stunning Amalfi
Coast. Occupying a beautiful location with enchanting views of Positano, this
dazzling villa encompasses a main house, guest house and ancient clifftop tower.
Take advantage of outdoor dining and living spaces, sun-kissed terraces with
panoramic views, a tranquil massage room, an outdoor pool, and a bubbling hot
tub. Immaculate interiors and elegant bedrooms elevate the experience.

MAS ROYAL

Provence, France
A beautiful 18th-century farmhouse found on Isle de la Motte, Mas Royal
puts the Gordes and Saint-Rémy-de-Provence close by. Enjoy the services of a
luxurious five-star hotel nestled on 65 acres of grounds, one fully staffed with
chefs, waiters and housekeepers. Relax in one of nine sumptuous guest rooms
overlooking the gardens and heated swimming pool. Recreation options abound,
from tennis and boules courts to barbecue space and extensive outdoor seating.

VILLA NEREO
Tuscany, Italy

Perched atop a hill, Villa Nereo showcases dramatic panoramas of rolling hills,
vineyards, olive groves, wheat fields and dense forests. At this Tuscan retreat,
choose from one of nine relaxing guest rooms — many of them en suite. Ample
social spaces provide access to outdoor terraces and manicured lawns. Savor a
delicious meal in the formal dining area indoors, or a breezy outdoor dining
experience. Other amenities include a gym, sauna, steam room and outdoor pool.
800 323 7308 | abercrombiekent.com
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To order a brochure or begin planning your
journey, contact A&K at 800 323 7308,
visit abercrombiekent.com or speak to
your travel professional.

